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Avro  “York"  A i r  L iner  - No .  70a
AVRO "YORK"  AIR LINER, No .  70a. A s t r ik ing
model  o f  one of  the latest Br i t i sh  t ranspor t  aircraft.
"Yo rks ”  are i n  service w i t h  the  Br i t i sh  Overseas
Airways Corporat ion.

Price 3,9 each ( including Tax)

JEEP, No .  153a. A wonderfu l ly  realistic min ia ture of
the most famous car o f  the  war .  On  all f ronts ,  i n  all
countries, the Jeep was ready to  go anywhere and do
anything.

Price 26  each (including Tax)

LAGONDA SPORTS COUPg,  No .  38c. This is a fine
model  o f  one of the  oustanding cars that  w i l l  soon be
familiar on  ou r  roads. You w i l l  be proud to  own this
model.

Price 2 ' 9  each ( including Tax)

Jeep - No .  153a

Lagonda Sports Coupe  • No .  39 -

'METEOR”  TWIN  JET FIGHTER. No .  70e. This is
the first jet aircraft t o  be included i n  the  D inky
Toys range. The ‘ 'Me teo r "  holds the  Wor ld  Absolute
A i r  Speed Record.

Price 1 3 each ( including Tax

JAGUAR SPORTS CAR,  No .  38i. Here  is a model that
w i l l  make a special appeal t o  all sports car enthusiasts.
No te  the windscreens.

Price 2 9 each (including Tax)

‘Me teor"  Twin  Jet
F ighter  No .  70e

Jaguar Sports  Car  - No .  38f

MADE IN  ENGLAND BY MECCANO LTD.

Obtoinab/e
ONLY
from

Meccano
Dealers
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We, of the FROG organisation, are
determined to make it  possible for ALL
to enjoy the thrills of power model f;ying
by providing the latest 1946  designs in
engines, models and accessories at less
than pre-war prices.

The "175" engine at  its new low price
is an outstanding example and the Kit  for
the "45"— the model designed for it—sets
a new record in value for money.

Just look at the prices given below—is
it any wonder that we have some difficulty
in keeping pace with the flood of orders?
Make no mistake, you cannot afford to
miss these FROG products: even if you
have to wait a short

FROG "175"
175  c.c. Petrol Engine
with Ignition Gear and
Airscrew 75  z -

FROG "45"
A complete Kit for a high
performance power model

37 '6

while for them !

FROG Ignition Coil
127 6 each

FROG Ignition Condenser
1Z3 each

FROG ’Aerowheels"
2i ”  diam. 3 7 6 per pr.

FROG Plastic Airscrew
9" diam. 2 Z- each

Wico-Pacy Sparking
Plugs 5 Z- each

Order at your Local Dealers —we are unable to supply you direct

MADE IN ENGLAND BY

NTERNATIONAL Mot>EL AlRCRAFT LTD • MERTON • LONDON ■ JW-  19
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BUILD THIS  EAL L IVE '
STEAM LOCO NOW!

I n  30 hours  i t  is possible to  bu i ld  from a set  of
finished par ts ,  the  famous Bassett -Lowke Gauge
*O ‘  Steam Mogu l .  Pr ice £10 -7 -0  plus £2 -5 -0
Purchase Tax ,  including a fully i l lus t ra ted  book

on  how to bu i ld  i t .
Wri te  for "Lay ing  Mode l  Permanent Way . "  pr ice 4d

"How to Bui ld a Tract ion Eng ine, "  pr ice 6d.  Abr idged
Catalogue Gauge '0* Mode l  Railways (G/17).  pr ice 6d.
We  can now undertake repairs t o  any model  locomotives
and o the r  goods purchased f rom us. Send repairs
d i rec t  co Nor thampton  o r  hand i n  to ou r  London o r
Manchester Branches.

BASSETT-LOWKE LTD.
NORTHAMPTON

London; 112,  High Holborn. Manchester; 28, Corporation St.

acces sory  t ha t ' s

The “TRIDENT” Galleon Kit
NOW READY!

“GLOR1ANA”
(J570-J5SSJ

Each Kit contains:
FULLY SHAPED HULL, PAINTS, DEAD-
EYES, CORDAGE. VELLUM. GUNS, Etc.

21z- each, post 6<L
From your shop, or, if any difficulty, direct from:

I .  R. AMIS  LTD.
536 ,  K ingston  Road ,  Raynes Park,  S .W.20
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johnny was thrilled when he received hh

first Mlnic Motor. Dad saw he was so

delighted, that as a surprise, he bought

him another. He certainly gets a lot of

pleasure out of these grand toys. Now he

is saving his pocket money, so that he can

buy the whole fleet when they become

available in  his local toy shop. Every one

of these M ink  All-to-Scale Clockwork Motors

is made to the usual high standard of

Tri-ang Toys. Each Is beautifully finished,

and fitted wi th a powerful long-running

clockwork motor. More types are being

produced so that soon nearly every type

of vehicle on the road wi l l  be represented

In this popular range of toys

Ml  N IC  Vauxhall Cabriolet
Length 5*

M IN IC  Delivery Lorry. Length 5 j *

M IN IC  Luton Transport Van.
Length 5 j * .AGENTS IN  ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD

L INES BROS.  LTD. ,  MERTON,  LONDON S .W.19
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for he was fearless without being reckless,
precise and clear-thinking. He will not be
forgotten in the days ahead, when flying
is as safe as travel by road or rail because
men like Geoffrey de Havilland dared
and died.

Apology to Boys’ Brigade
I have to apologise to the Boys' Brigade

for a very unfortunate slip made in last
month's "M.Af." by the writer of the
article :"Overhauling the Forth Bridge," He
said that the privileged few who crossed
the bridge on foot included two Boy Scouts
carrying a message that travelled in
relays from John o’ Groats to London on
the occasion of the Silver Jubilee of 1935.
Actually it  was three members of the Boys’
Brigade who made this historic crossing,
which was part of a great scheme in which
relays of messengers, starting from London-
derry, Neath, Penzance and Lowestoft, as
well as J ohn o* Groats, carried five messages
to London for presentation to the King
on Jubilee Day.

Geoffrey de  Havil land
At some time in our lives most of us

have dreamed of becoming a test pilot,
flashing through the skies in fast beautiful
aeroplanes, feeling and being really on
top of the world. For Geoffrey Raoul de
Havilland that boyhood dream came true
and. if he had lived a little longer, he
would almost certainly have become the
first man in the world to fly a t  over
1,000 kilometres an hour in level flight.

As the son qf Sir Geoffrey de Havilland,
it is not surprising that "young Geoffrey"
loved flying. But he had to gain his wings
the hard way. and not until after four
years as an apprentice in the de Havilland
Technical School did he find time for
much flying. Then he first became flying
instructor to the school, and in 1934
began to help with some test flying. In
1937 he took over the duties of chief test
pilot, and during the war piloted both
the "Mosquito" and the "Vampire” on
their first flights.

With the return of peace young Geoffrey
and the "Vampire" thrilled the crowds at
every flying display in the country, with
the most perfect high-speed aerobatic
displays ever seen. On 13th September
he gave his last and greatest show at
Rad let t, in the little tailless "Swallow"
.......... Fourteen days later, during practice
for an attempt on the world's air speed
record, the "Swallow" broke up in mid-air
and Geoffrey de Havilland was killed.

I t  is difficult to feel merely a sense of
grief and loss at his death, for flying was
his life-blood and he died in a moment
when his happiness must have been com-
plete. He had many of the qualities that
make up the traditional Englishman—
lave of adventure, achievement, and the
freedom that can be found in the skies.
He had also the qualities of a great pilot,
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L.M.S. 1Turbomotfve” No. 6202 before the fitting of smoke deflectors. This Illustration shows the external
arrangement of the right-band side of the engine. Photograph by courtesy of the L.M.S.

Footplate Trip on the ‘TurboTnot/ve”
l-Lime Street to Crewe

» By "North Western"

COME early/* said the District Loco-
motive Superintendent. "then you

can see something of the preparation of the
engine for the up run," Nothing loth, 1
did as suggested; for I had been charged

the appearance last year of the Penn-
sylvania Railroad 6-8-6 turbine locomotive
referred to in the January 1946 "Af.Af."

So, one autumn afternoon, armed with
the necessary footplate pass, I presented

myself at the office of Edge Hill Motive
Power Depot. “My” engine had not
yet come round on to the shed, so
while waiting I was given some details
of the working arrangements of No.
6202 and her various crews. The
"Turbo," as she is often called, belongs
to Camden, and her normal working
had for some time been to work down
on the 8.30 a.m. from Euston to
Liverpool, a heavy train with several
stops; then, after servicing at Edge
Hill, she takes back the 5.25 p.ra.
from Lime Street, stopping at Crewe
only, the train often referred to in
pre-war days as the "Liverpool Flier"
though it did not carry this title.
This is quite a strenuous daily turn
involving a total of some 400 mile.'’
when train disposal and light engine
movements to and from sheds are
included.

Although the engine thus makes the
double trip in one day, the enginemen do
not, as they take a specified period of rest
after each trip Thus the crew with whom
I was to travel up had come down to
Liverpool the night before, "booking off"
in the early morning and being due on
duty again at 4 p.m. But the engine they
brought down had already gone back to

No. 6202 at the head of an up express about to take the
London line at Edge Hi l l .  Photograph by the Rev. E.

Treacy.

by the Editor of the "AL AL" with the
pleasant task of making, by courtesy of
the L.M.S. authorities, the return journey
between Liverpool and London on the
footplate of the L.M.S. "Turbomotive"
No. 6202, the only engine of its kind in
British practice. I t  was in fact the only
one of its particular kind m the world until

meccanoindex.co.uk
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for the journey; so that I felt as if I
"belonged" to the crew right away.

Preparations being complete, we moved
away from the pits, and over the tricky
layout of the locomotive depot premises
[ had the opportunity of seeing how

London that morning on the 10 a m. from
Lime Street. At one time the men did
do the double trip in a day, but with the
introduction of the eight-hour day system
these long turns became a thing of the past.

When No. 6202 had come round I was
taken along to her, and it seemed
unusual nowadays for such a big
engine to have no outside cylinders
and motion, the coupling rods
being the only visible moving
parts. She was standing under-
going the various ministrations
necessary between one journey
and another. Driver J .  Worman
and his mate Fireman E. Robin-
son, both Camden men, were
already busy; the one oiling round
and the other superintending
operations connected with his
part of the job. The fire had
been cleaned, a hot and dirty task,
and made up so that we should
have plenty of fire and a good
head of steam by starting time;
and the footplate was hosed
down and fittings generally tidied
up. A Fitter attached to the
Chief Mechanical Engineer's Dept, always
travels with this engine, and Fitter F.
Broach of Crewe, who has been on this
job for some time, immediately appointed
himself my guide, philosopher and friend

The driving wheel* of the "Turbo” with reduction gearing laid
out a* mounted in the engine. Thi* and the photograph on the

next page are reproduced by courtesy of the L.M.S.
readily manoeuvred is No. 6202 in spite of
her unorthodox design. Driver Worman,
whose service dates from 1897, was one
of the first enginemen to handle No. 6202,
and his complete mastery of the engine
made the job seem simple.

It will be as well at this point to say
something of the layout of the power unit
and transmission of No. 6202. In place
of the four-cylinder reciprocating type of
steam engine adopted for all the other
L.M.S. 4-6-  2s power is provided by a
2,000 h.p. non-condensing steam turbine
with reduction gear transmission to the
coupled wheels.

For forward working a multi-stage
turbine is fitted on the left-hand side of
the engine frame and this accounts for
the rather mysterious-looking casing that
appears above the bogie. The reduction
gear, clearly shown in one of the accom-
panying photographs, is of the double
helical type, and is completely enclosed.
For reverse running a separate smaller
turbine, also in a casing, is provided on
the right-hand side of the engine and
there is, for reversing, an additional single
reduction gear.

The forward turbine is permanently
connected through to the transmission
gear. When the reverse turbine is in
operation the steam supply to the forward
turbine is cut off and the drive from the
reverse turbine is engaged. This can only

A 4,000 gaBon tender as provided behind No. 6202.
Thl* illustration gives a good idea of the tender

footplate arrangement*.
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be achieved when the engine s stationary, a safety
device being incorporated in the transmission to
prevent the change being made while the engine is
in motion. When the drive from the reverse turbine
has been engaged, the steam supply to this unit
can then be opened and when the engine is running
tender first the forward turbine blades move in the
reverse direction. There is also a special "inching
gear" that gives the reversing shaft half-a-tooth
turn, and so allows engagement when the teeth have
stopped opposite one another.

The steam supply is taken first through the main
regulator on the boiler which is kept fully open
while the engine is in motion, and then to regulators
on the nozzles of the two turbines, there being six
for the forward turbine, and three for the reverse.
These are operated from the control box in the
cab, and by means of inter-locking devices between
the reversing clutch mechanism and the turbine
regulator i t  is impossible to admit steam to the
forward turbine when the reverse turbine is in gear,
or vice versa. The control box occupies practically
the same position in the cab as the screw-reverse
of a normal steam locomotive, immediately in front
of the driver. I t  has a sliding indicator showing
whether forward or reverse gear is engaged and also
the number of nozzles in use.

Mechanical
lubrication for
the  turbines
and  t r ans -
mission gears
is looked after
by  a s u h -
merged pump
in an oil well
at the rear end
of t he  gear
cas ing .  The
characteristic
" r ad i a to r”
between the
frame plates at
the front of
t he  eng ine
provides for
the cooling of
the circulating
oil. Oil pres-
sure is recorded
on gauges in
the cab.

So we made
our way to the
coaling plant—
one of the earliest fuel plants in this country, and
one that has been in use for quite 30 years although
modernised in the meantime—and the coal supply
was quickly made up. Back again now to the head
of the yard where a "Black Stanier,” in other ivords
a Class 5 4-6-0, was waiting to accompany us down
to Lime Street.

We were due off the shed at 4.50 p.m. so with the
Class S leading and thus virtually in charge of us
we drifted out on to the main line to that sort of
"hole in the wall," as it looks from passing trains,
by which engines leave the shed premises. We coasted
backw-ard through Edge Hill Station and down the
cavernous slope by which the line goes down to
Lime Street, through a cutting w’ith sheer and grimy
sides of red sandstone, remarkably deep and inter-
sected by bridges and short tunnels carrying the
streets and property above.

The “Turbo" ran easily and quietly, for she has
roller-bearing axle-boxes throughout, the only noise
I could discern being the rumble of the wheels on
rails, punctuated by the impact of the rail joints
and occasionally a hiss from the driver's brake valve.
We came down to Lime Street and after a little
maurnuvring backed on to our train standing at
No. 1 Platform. Starting from Lime Street is not
an easy job, as from No. 7 to the up main several
crossovers have to be negotiated. At most terminals*

with engines standing or constantly passing in and
out, the tracks are inclined to be greasy, and Lime
Street is no exception. Driver Worman was taking
no chances; before we left he filled the spare shovel
with sand and walked ahead literally "hand-sanding"
the rails over which we were to pass.

Looking back from track level to where our train
was standing it  was striking to notice how even
the giant 6202, an engine built practically to the
limits of the British loading gauge, was completely
dwarfed by the lofty road bridge and high side walls
at the start of the cutting leading out of the station.
From the front end No. 6202 looked very businesslike,
and was plainly eager to be off. Smoke was showing
at the chimney, and the fire, brought into good
shape by Robinson and urged by the blower, was
causing the safety valves to hiss furiously. This
“music” was quickly checked by putting the injector
to work, and at this point the "sanding party’*
returned to the cab. I was installed on the fireman’s
seat on the right-hand side. A few last-moment
touches, setting of dampers, adjustment of injector
feed, breaking of coal and the inevitable hosing
down, and Robinson leaned out behind me to catch
the awv," the station platform here being on
the fireman’s side.

Five-twenty-five and a shrilling of whistles on .
the platform;
“KigAf, Jack,''
and  a lmos t
imperceptibly
with a blast
f rom the
engine's hooter
we were off.
We had, as the
enginemen say,
"13 on," one
of these a 12-

w heeler, and
the tare weight
of the train
was 408 tons;
probably about
435 tons with
passengers and
luggage. With
three nozzles
in use No.
6202 began to
move this over
On to the up
main, and as
she  d id  so
Rob inson

started firing. Almost at once began the stern business
of the ascent to Edge Hill, and as we moved out,
the difference between the working of No. 6202 and
that of a locomotive of normal type was most striking.
I must, I suppose, have seen and travelled with
scores of engines out of Lime Street, and with heavy
loads their mighty exhaust beats when getting away
almost threaten to shake the walls of the grim canyon
leading up to Edge Hill. Now, however, there was
no puffing exhaust, no rhythmic clank of connecting
rods; just a humming noise from the gears, and
literally a roar from the fire as the continuous purr
of the exhaust whipped it into a seething mass of flame.

1 looked back to see the train snake its way over
the crossovers behind us; with smoke and steam
hanging low between the cutting walls and under
the first few bridges we were more or less blanketed
in gloom. No. 6202 ambled on up the bank without
apparent effort under the influence of the three
nozzles, and these continued in use until Edge Hill
was reached. Over this strenuous stretch Robinson
had put in three fires. The large fire hole on this
engine guarded by two mighty doors hung on rollers,
allows of careful placing of the fuel, which on my
journey was fed mostly into the back corners with
some down the sides of the grate. The demand for
steam had knocked pressure down a bit, but after
getting past Edge Hill Junction, (Com. on page 480}

No. bZU2, when under construction a l  ertwt,  showing insulating material
applied outside the reverse turbine and its steam nozzles before the fitting

of the external casing.
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The Handley Page 'Hermes'
By John W. R, Taylor

EVER since the first V/1500 bomber was
modified to carry passengers in 1921,

Handley Page have built the world’s safest
and most comfortable air liners.

During the war some 6,000 Handley
Page ‘'Halifax” bombers were built and
they dropped 227,610 tons of bombs on
the enemy. Now, with the return of some
semblance of peace, al! the skill and ex-
perience gained in building and operating
these “Halifaxes” have gone into the task
of creating a new and even better air
liner to put Britain back in the forefront
of world airline operators. That air liner
is the “ Hermes.”

When the prototype “Hermes” crashed
last December there was a fresh spate of
ill-informed criticism of Britain's post-war
air liners. But everyone familiar with the
hazards that attend the first flight of any
prototype, and particularly those who
recognised the immense contribution
Handley Page have made in the develop-
ment of British air transport, knew that
this accident was but
part of the inevitable
price that must always be
paid for progress towards
safer and cheaper air
travel.

The second prototype
flew for the first time on
7th May last and has come
through a rigorous pro-
gramme of test flights
with flying colours. I t
differs from the first
machine in that it is fitted
out for military transport
duties with the Royal
Air Force, in which form -
it is known as the
“Hastings.” Except for

The Handley Page “Hermes/ Hastings’* prototype aircraft, fully loaded,
undergoing landing trials with its two starboard engines stopped. The

top photograph shows the machine in night.

the layout of their cabins, however, the
"Hastings” and “Hermes” I are identical.
Both are all-metal low wing monoplanes
of 113 ft. span, and powered by four
1,675 h.p. Bristol “Hercules” 120 engines.

The “Hermes” I is designed to carry
34-50 passengers for up to 3,460 miles a t
a cruising speed of 300 m.p.h. I t  has a top
speed of 355 m.p.h. at 22,700 ft. and an
all-up weight of 75,000 lbs. I t  will lie
followed by the Mark II, in which the
fuselage length will be increased by 13 ft.
to 95 ft. 6 in. to accommodate 64 passengers.
But the most interesting of the series is
the “Hermes” I I I  which will be similar in
size and accommodation to the Mark II
but will be powered by four Bristol
“Theseus” propjets, which will give it a
cruising speed of 355 m.p.h. and range of
2,740 miles. There seems little doubt that
this version of the “Hermes” will set
standards of performance, comfort and
reliability second to no other four-engined
air liner in the world.
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Ship Repair and Salvage— II
By Denis Rebbeck, M.A.,  B.LitL, M.lnst.N.A., M.I.Mar.E,

I N the early hours of 30th November,
1927, the “ Lochmonar," inward bound

to Liverpool with a full cargo from North
Pacific ports, developed a sudden defect
in her steering gear while sailing up the
Mersey. The ship was in a narrow fairway
and before those on the bridge could take
any preventive measures she had over-
run the sunken revetment at Taylors*
Bank. I t  was impossible to refloat the
vessel and the receding tide left her
supported amidships on the wall with the
after end unsup-
po r t ed  ove r  t he
channel. At 10.0 p.m.
on 30th November
the  “ Lochmonay”
broke her back across
the wall, the fracture
being under No. 2
hold immediately for-
ward of the bridge.
The ’midships and
stem portion of the
ves se l  r ema ined
across the fairway
and the Mersey Docks
and Harbour Board,
under the statutory
powers they possess,
took immediate steps
to remove the ob-
struction.

I t  was apparent to
all concerned that
there was no chance
of salvaging the fore
part of the vessel,
which contained over
a thousand tons of cargo, and so every
effort was concentrated on saving the
after portion which included the main
propelling machinery and major part of
the cargo. Everyone realised that if bad
weather should blow up, the engine room
bulkhead would batter on the wall, in
which case the engine room would become
flooded and the ship would sink. No. 2
hold and ’tween deck, in way of the
fracture, was cleared of cargo, and divers
cut through the decks and girder; this
work could only be carried out at low
water, as the rise of tide brought the
jagged ends of the vessel together and made
the work too dangerous for divers.

By Wednesday 8th December, after
day and night cutting away, several

charges of explosives were fired so as to
finally sever the two parts of the hull.
The following morning six tugs commenced
to tow at right angles to the hull so as
to break through the few remaining con-
nections. Eventually the stern portion
of the vessel began to move, the main
engines were immediately started, and
slowly the stern floated away clear of the-
wreck. The salved portion was towed to-
Liverpool where i t  was prepared for
towing to Belfast.

Harland and Wolff
Ltd. had, in the
meantime, received
an order to build
a new fore part
177 ft. long. After
much  ca re fu l 1

cons ide ra t i on ,
ca l cu l a t i on  and
experiment, it was
decided to build the
new fore end on a slip,
and not in a drydock,
and to launch it
stem first.

In due course all
arrangements and
plans were perfected
and the keel was
laid on 26th January
and the completed
fore end launched on
2nd August 1928.
Our photographs
show the new bow
ready for launching,
and  then  sa f e ly

launched and in the charge of a tug which
will tow it to the drydock. I t  will be noted
from the second of these two photographs
that the ends of several st  rakes of shell
and deck plating have been left projecting
beyond the bulkhead; these are of varying
length so that they may pick up the
original butts on the after portion of the
vessel. Where the original shell butts
were a few spaces forward of the bulk-
head, short filling-in plates wrere fitted
between the butt and the bulkhead for
watertightness at launching.

The actual launching was no more
difficult than in the case of an ordinary
full-length ship, and drag chains were
employed to prevent the hulk running;
too far in the water. The vessel stood

The new bow for the M.V. “Lochmonar” ready
for launching.
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portion and similar care was taken
to keep it  plumb and in alignment.

The ragged edges of the plating
where the two portions of the
vessel had broken asunder on the
Mersey were still attached to
the after end, and the work of
cutting these off together with
other damaged portions on the
ship's bottom was put in hand as
soon as the dock was drv. The
shell, deck and tank top plating
were cut back to the selected butts
so as to suit the arrangement of
the closing-in plates.

The '‘Lochmonar has what is
known as  a "slab" keel, which con-
sists of a 10 in. wide and 2 in. thick
flat steel bar riveted on to the
keel plate. A “V” shaped cradle,
10 in. wide at the base, was
made on the keel blocks to act

as a guide for this slab keel. Electric
winches were fitted on the vessel’s upper
deck, one port and one starboard, along-
side No. 3 hatch, and eye plates were
riveted to the deck in suitable positions
to take the tackle, the other end of which
was secured to bollards on the forward
portion for heaving the new portion into
position. Two 14 in. logs of timber were
bolted on the ship's side, port and star-
board, so as to form additional guides

The new bow after launching.

upright in the water and trimmed beauti-
fully as can be seen in the photograph;
the draft forward was 13 ft. 8 in. and aft
9 ft. 3 |  in. This draft was perfectly
satisfactory fur the launch and for
towing, but it was not suitable for joining
up with the after end. Because of this,
additional ballast, consisting of a further
40 tons of cables, was placed at the after
end of No. 2 hold, and 6 tons of inclining
weights were placed abreast No. 2 hatch
on the upper deck. The reason for using
the inclining weights is given further on
in this article. I t  was considered desirable
to have the bow portion trimming 2 in.
by the stern, and so just sufficient water
was run into the tanks to obtain this
condition, resulting in a draft of 1 1 ft. 10 in.
forward and 12 ft. aft.

The drafts of the after portion were
16 ft. forrard and 18 ft. 6 in. aft, which
were much more than those of the new
lK>w; and this, as will be explained, made
it possible to join the two portions in
the drydock without the aid of any
claljorate equipment.

In the drvdock, preparations for the
intricate work were pushed forward, the
keel blocks were fitted with new oak
copping pieces and sighted for alignment.
Both portions of the vessel were floated
into the drydock and then the water was
slowly pumped out. As the after portion
has a greater draft, it landed on the keel
blocks first, and great care was exercised
to ensure that that  portion of the
“Lochmonar" was shored perfectly plumb
and on the centre line of the blocks. The
new portion of the hull was landed on
the blocks about 20 ft. clear of the after The two eodr of the "Lochmonar" in drydock before

being joined together.
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factors involved and the difficulty of the task i t  will
be agreed that this is a truly remarkable performance.

The outstanding feature of this major repair was
the almost entire absence of elaborate appliances for
getting the two portions of the hull into correct
position and retaining them there while the joining
up material was being fitted. The success of the
whole operation depended on fine adjustment of the
draft and trim of the two sections of the hull and
the accuracy of the intricate calculations in deciding
the amount and the position of the ballast.

When the “Lochmonar" sailed up the Mersey on
her next voyage she provided the unusual spectacle
of a ship passing a piece of herself! The author was
on board the "Lochmonar" in Belfast in 1914 when
she was in for an engine overhaul and found it hard
to believe that this stout vessel had ever been
through such a "nerve-racking” experience.

A similar repair to that carried out on the
“Lochmonar" was undertaken by
Harland and Wolff Ltd. some yean,
before on another vessel, the White
Star Liner "Swwfc." This un-
fortunate ship was also a compara-
tively new vessel, when, on her way
borne from Australia via the Cape
of Good Hope, she was out of her
reckoning on entering the English
Channel and had the bad luck to
run on to some of the dangerous
rocks off the Lizard. At the time of
the accident the "Swevic” with a
tonnage of 12,530 was the largest
vessel steaming from the United
Kingdom in the Australian Trade.

A survey was carried out and it
was established that the fore part
only was ashore. After some
strenuous and brilliant salvage work,
quite two-thirds of the ship were cut
away by means of blasting and, not
without grave peril, towed all the
way up  Channel to Southampton
where the ship was docked. Harland
and Wolff Ltd., who had built the
“Suevic” at once set to work to
build a replica of the bow portion
which had been left on the Lizard
rocks, and this new section was
eventually towed round to  So’ithiimp-
tom from Belfast. The photograph

shows this bow portion being towed by lugs on its
perilous passage to Southampton, an experience
which the builders did not have to face In the case
of the “LochtnoHar." On arrival at Southampton
the two portions of the "Suevic" were drydocked
and joined up, and the liner resumed her normal
work in due course.

The "Lochmonar" and the “Suevic” both had then
new bow portion built on a slip, then launched and
brought to them for joining up in a drydock. Bonn
vessels which have been seriously damaged ami
required a new tore part have had the new section
actually built on and not joined on. Such a case
occurred some two years ago when the Swedish
steamer "Tom” stranded on some rocks off the Bal he
coast and could not be got off in one piece. The
after part was separated with dynamite from the
grounded forward portion, just in front of the bridge,
and was then towed to the Eriksberg shipyard tn
Goteborg. There i t  w-as docked and prepared for its-
new bow and forward portion.

The work proceeded to the satisfaction of all con
corned, by the third day the new bottom plates were
laid out in front of the after part of the "Tom” in
the Eriksberg floating dock; by the tenth day the
double bottom was laid out and the frame structure
had been commenced; by the fifteenth day the frames-
and the shell plating were ready and the deck beams
were being placed in position; and by the twenty-
sixth day, seven working days before the date fixed
by contract, the "Tom” was ready for undocking and
fitting out with windlass, winches and derricks.

New bow for the "Suevic” being towed to Southampton.

and -also to act as a check to stop the bow portion
when it was in its correct relative fore and aft position.
These Jogs were ent carefully to exact lengths of
25 ft. 10.15/16 in. for the upper two, and 25 ft.
104 for lower two. Large angle lugs were
bblted in correct positions on the after part of the
vessel to form stops for the ends of these logs. The
slight difference in the length of the upper and lower
logs was made as an offset against the 2 in. trim by
the stern which had been given to the bow portion.

After these preparations had been completed the
drydock was flooded once more, but this time with
only just sufficient water to float the bow portion
6 in. clear of the keel blocks— this amount of water
was not, of course, deep enough to cause the after
portion, with its deeper draft, to float. The winches
were then put in motion and the bow was drawn
up gradually to the stem, until the side logs brought
up on the stops. The two shores a t  each side of the

stem bar and at the after end of the bow portion
were carried along the dock-side with the ship, and
since these shores had been cut to neat lengths there
was never any chance of the ship getting more than
a fraction of an inch out of position either way. The
water was then pumped out of the dock until the
aft end of the new keel slab was just touching the
blocks; the bow was then checked and corrected for
list by means of the inclining weights which had been
placed on the upper deck for this particular purpose.

The dock was then pumped dry, bilge shores were
fitted and the keel sights were cheeked. The temporarv
wooden bulkhead which had been fitted for tow’ing
the after portion of the “Lochmouar" from Liverpool
to Belfast w-as removed, and the closing plates in
the shell of the new fore part, which had been fitted
temporarily to ensure watertightness at launching,
were cut away. Permanent shell plates, beams, deck
plates and girders bridging the gap were then fitted
and the bow and stern portions made into one
complete vessel.

The first docking of the two portions took place
on 6th August, and on 10th August they were brought
into position and joined together. By 12th September
all work had been completed and the whole vessel
undocked; the joining up had taken only 28 working
days.

The Board of Trade measurement of the vessel's
length when first built was 485.65 ft. and the new
B.O.T. measurement was 485 675 ft.; in other words
the new “Lock mortar" was within 0.025 ft. of her
original length. When one considers the many
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are Turned
rail platform, and with the "through" pattern the
girders are side by side with the rail platform be-
tween them. Both patterns have their advantages
and. disadvantages. The deep well provides good
access for inspection, and the construction of  the
table is fairly simple, because the load of the engine
iS taken direct on the girders. On the other hand,
a well can only be constructed where the level of
the land provides good drainage, and for obviou*
reasons there must be a decking, with protection
rails, for the safety of the staff. Occasionally, too,
a mishap will occur through an engine being moved

before the turntable is set for it,
and a deep well is not a nice place
from which to lift a 90- ton loco-
motive! The through type is
much preferred when the table is
in the middle of a roundhouse shed,
as i t  requires only a shallow pit

To avoid the need for balancing,
an engineer on the Dutch State
Railways some years ago invented
a flexible table known as the
"Mundt" turntable. The girders
are reduced in size towards the
centre of the table with this
design, so that when an engine
runs on to one end, the other cud
does not rise, ami the weight of
the engine is carried partly on
the centre pivot, and partly on the
circumferential race rail. The
weight of the engine is distributed
more evenly over the foundations
of the turntable instead of being
concentrated on the pivot casting.
Several dozen targe tables of this
pattern are now in use on British
railways.

The ease of turning a reritie-
balanced type table in good con-
dition accounts for the fact that
only a small proportion of the
turntables iti this country are
power-opera ted. A few are driven
by electric motors or hydraulic

rams. The most popular method of power-operation
nowadays is the vacuum-motor, and the number of
larger turntables so fitted runs into three figures.
The machine consists of two double-acting oscillating
cylinders 4 |  in. diam. by 6 in, stroke, connected by
a flexible pipe to the vacuum system of the locomo-
tive being turned. The driver stays on bis engine, and
when given the signal to start he creates a vacuum
by means of the ejector. The oscillating cylinders
then operate by "suction," and drive, through gear-
ing, a runner wheel on the race rail of the turntable.
The whole apparatus is mounted on a small carriage
of its own, connected to the frame of the table, at
one comer by brackets. The adhesion of the runner
wheel to the race rail is provided by the weight of
the machine.

The fireman does the duly of connecting the hose-
pipe and controlling the air- motor by a lever. He
certainly has a "joy ride." Perhaps the most difficult
part is to remember to take the flexible pipe off before
moving the engine from the table— i t  is so easily
forgotten!

Our illustration shows a "Princess” class Pacific,
L.M.S., being turned at Camden on an articulated
turntable fitted with a vacuum-motor as previously
described. By the way, an articulated turntable has
the girders hinged on the centre-piece, to provide
flexibility. In this respect it possesses the same ad*-
vantages as the "Mundt" design, but owing to the
joints it is generally considered less reliable than the
continuous girders used in the Dutch patent.

How Engines
THE cover of this month's shows one ofA the most familiar operations in connection with
the daily w'orking of a locomotive— turning the
engine round on a turntable. The engine shown is
one of the S.R. "West Country" 4 -6-  2s at Red hill
tn the course of a trial run from Brighton Works.
The turntable is of the cent re -ba lanced type with a
deep well, the top of the table being provided with

deck.
There are nearly a thousand turntables in this

country. They range from 45 ft, to 70 ft, in diameter,
according to their age. The majority of them are of

A vacuum operated turntable in use. Note the hose connection between
the engine and the turntable motor unit. Photograph by courtesy of

the L.M.S.

the cent re-balanced type, that is the ease of turning
is secured by setting the engine in such a way that
the load is taken on the centre pivot. This pivot may
have ball-bearings, but many tables have plain
bearings made of hardened steel, rather like two
inverted saucers on top of one another, and this
design of course was perfected before ball-bearings
came into common use.

Readers wilt often have seen the driver setting
his engine on a turntable, moving it  an inch or two
backward or forward until a balance is secured. This
is not difficult provided the turntable is somewhat
longer than the engine. When turning an engine
with a 54 ft. 8 in. wheelbase on a 55 ft. diameter
turntable, however, it is not so easy, and with
certain classes of engine it may be necessary to have
a half-tender of water before the right balance can
be made, which may or may not involve a call at
the water column first. The amount of coal on the
tender also affects the balance.

With good balance the table can easily be pushed
round by one man; in fact so good can the balance
be that a high wind has been known to keep a
turntable in motion and the engine has gone on
revolving until the driver has mounted the footplate
and moved his engine slightly one way or the other
in order to throw the table out of balance. For this
reason some tables in very exposed places are pro-
tected from the wind by a timber palisade.

The table itself is constructed of girders. With
the "well" pattern these girders are underneath the
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jet exhaust will be utilised to provide extra thrust.
Among the advantages claimed for this type of
power unit, apart from higher pow'er, are lack of
vibration, easier handling at low altitudes, lower
all-up weight and quicker take-offs, as jet engines
do not need “warming up."

The new Boulton Paul trainer will be very versatile,
being suitable for pilot, gunnery, navigation or
bombing instruction by day and night, glider towing
or drogue target towing. I t  will be of all-metal
construction, have folding wings and be readily
adaptable for deck landing. The roomy cabin will
provide accommodation for a passenger or navigator
as well as side-by-side seating for the instructor and
pupil, and in aerobatic qualities the aircraft will be
comparable with the R.A.F.’s single-seat fighters.

* J.W.R.T.
Non-Stop Flight of Over 11,000 Miles

A world record non-stop flight of 11,237 miles has
been accomplished by the U.S. Navy patrol bomber
“ Truculent Turtle," The machine took off from
Pearce aerodrome, about 27 miles from Perth,
Western Australia, on 29th September last and

Air News
"Meteor” Sets Up New World Air Speed Record

The Gloster "Meteor" IV aircraft EE549 set up a
new World Absolute Air Speed Record on 7th Septem-
ber last by flying at an average speed of 616 m.p.h.,
an increase of 10 m.p.h. on the previous record.
The machine was piloted by Group Capt. E. M.
Donaldson, D.S.O., A.F.C., the Commanding Officer
of the R.A.F. High Speed Flight at Tangmere, and
the flight was made over the F.A.I. 3-kilometre course
off Littlehampton and Rusting ton. A feu minutes
after the return of EE549 another "Meteor," EE550,
took the air. It was piloted by Sq. Ldr. W. A. Water
ton, A.F.C., and flying over the same course averaged
614 ni.p.h. Each of the machines is fitted with two
Rolls-Royce “Derwent" V turbojets.

The previous record of 606 ni.p.h. referred to above
was achieved in November last year by Group Capt.
H. J .  Wilson, also with a
"Meteor" IV, and a special
article on it was published
in the December 1945
“Af.M."

"Hurricanes” for Iran
The  f i r s t  Hawker

"Hurricane" flew 11 year--
ago, on 6th November 1935.
and yet this versatile little
fighter that played a major
part in defeating the Luft-
waffe in the Battle of
Britain is still giving good
service with several foreign
air forces. For example,
Iran has just taken delivery
of 34 ex-R.A.F. "Hurricane”
IICs which have been re-
conditioned by Hawker
Aircraft Ltd. in their
Langley factory. A point
of special interest is that
four of these machines
have been modified as
two-seaters for training pilots to fly the fighter
versions. This has been done by removing the sliding
hood and cutting back the wooden fairing behind
the cockpit, and putting a second seat, dual flying
controls and duplicate sets of all the more important
instruments and controls where the radio used to
be fitted. The rear set of controls is linked to the
forward set, and the idea is for the pupil to occupy
the front cockpit, which is identical with that of the
"Hurricane" IIC fighter, with the instructor in the
rear seat. Incidentally this trainer has a top speed
of over 320 m.p.h.

In these days of 600 m.p.h. jet fighters i t  is strange
to think of an air force ordering "Hurricanes," with
their top speed of 335 m.p.h., as front line fighter
equipment. The reason is that because of the recent
war many small air forces such as that of Iran arc
still equipped mainly with very old biplanes. The
future of a pilot who was suddenly taken off them
and put on to jet fighters would not be very certain!
In Iran these "Hurricanes" will help bridge the gap.

J .W.R.t .
Gas Turbine-Powered Trainer

Shortly after the Air Ministry announced that all
new fighter aircraft built for the Royal Air Force
must be powered by jet engines, i t  was revealed that
prototype orders have been placed for two new
training machines powered by gas turbines. The
first of these machines is being built by Boulton Paul
Aircraft Ltd., of Wolverhampton. The type of gas
turbine (propjet) to be used has not been revealed,
but it will drive a constant speed propeller and the

One of 34 ex-R.A.F. Hawker “Hurricane" l ie  fighter aircraft which have been
reconditioned and delivered to Iran.

55 hr. 18 min. later landed at Columbus airport.
Ohio, U.S.A. The original intention to fly non-stop
to Washington was abandoned as too risky when
it was found that the fuel gauges were not working
accurately. Comdr. T. Davies, who led the flight,
said on landing that the machine had encountered
head winds all the way across the Pacific and cold
weather and ice w-hen near San Francisco. “Trwr«/<H
Turtle" is a Lockheed P2V-1 "Neptune" aircraft, a
twin-engined type still on the secret list.

This great flight exceeds by over 3,000 miles the
previous record of 7.929 miles made by the U.S
Army "Superfortress" "Dreantboai" in November
last year, when it  was flown from Guam in the Pacific
to Washington in 35 hr. 5 min. Before this event
the longest distance flown non-stop was 7,158 miles,
accomplished in November 1938 by three R.A.F.
"Wellesley" single-engined machines when they fieu
from Egypt to Australia.

A notable long-distance flight was made last month
by a U.S. Army “Superfortress” named "Pacusan
Dreamboat,'’ which took off from Honolulu on 4th
October and landed at Cairo two days later, having
flown 9,500 miles in 39 hr. 36 min. The route followed
led over the Magnetic North Pole.* • * *

Royal Dutch Airlines (K.L.M.) have ordered seven
more Lockheed "Constellation" transports, which,
when delivered, will bring the K.L.M. fleet of these
machines to 11. The company have also ordered 12
Consolidated Vultec "Convair" tw-in-engined air liners.

Quantas Empire Airways, of Australia, are ordering
four "Constellations."
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The 4-cngined Lockheed '‘Constitution” transport, the largest aeroplane ever built for the U.S. Navy, Photograph
by courtesy of the Lockheed Aircraft Corporation, U.S.A.

has an almost ideal general layout. The high wing
arrangement ensures a good view' sideways and down-
wards from the cabin during flight. As the engine
is mounted at the rear of the streamlined fuselage,
driving a pusher propeller, there are less engine
fumes and noise in the cabin than with the more
conventional tractor layout, the forward vision past
the nose is excellent, and there is little risk of dam aglug
the propeller and engine in a bumpy landing.

The SUC-10 is an all-metal machine and has a
193 h.p. Mathis engine. It has a wing span of 37 ft.
8 in., is 26 ft. 9 in. long and has a loaded weight of
2.943 lb. With four passengers and their luggage it
will cruise for 570 miles a t  a speed of 143 m.p.h.
Alternatively, carrying three passengers, its range
goes up to 870 miles. Unfortunately for the would be
private -owner, suitable petrol is almost unobtainable
in France except in the black market —at 360 francs
a gallon! J.W.R.T.

China to Build Boeing “Kaydet” Trainers
The Boeing "Kaydet” Pt-17 trainer aircraft,

Largest U.S. Navy Transport
The impressive aircraft shown in the photograph at

the top of this page is the Lockheed '‘Constitution,” the
largest machine built for the U.S. Navy, and designed
to meet that Service’s need for a large land-based
transport with high speed and great range, i t  is a
two-deck aircraft, with spiral stairways fore and aft
connecting the two decks. Up to 92 passengers can
be accommodated on the upper deck, and 76, with a
crew of 12, on the lower one. Cargo space ranges from
2,000 cu. ft. with 168 passengers to 7,405 cu. ft. when
the entire lower deck is used for freight.

The "Constitution” has a wing span of 189 ft., is
156 ft. Jong and weighs 92 tons. At present it is fitted
with four 3,000 h.p. Pratt and Whitney "Wasp Major”
engines, but they can be replaced by gas turbines
when these become available. Man size tunnels inside
the wings enable inspection and adjustment of the
engines and accessories to be made during flight.
The speed of the "Constitution” is stated to be 300
ui.p.h. and the maxiumum range 6,000 miles.

Air France’s New
Equipment

Several of the 15
’Languedoc” 161 air
liners ordered by Air
France are now in
service alongside the
company’ s  "Sky-
masters,” and are being
used on the Paris—
London route. The
“Languedoc” is not a
new design, and the
contract for air liners
of this tvpe was placed
wi th  t he  des igne r ,
Marcel Bloch, before
the war. Nevertheless,
the first few pro-
duction machines have
consistently bettered their estimated performance
figures. For instance, cruising speed was esti-
mated to be about 218 m.p.h., and yet, on a
1.900 mile trial flight from Paris to Algiers and back,
the first ‘Languedoc” averaged over 230 m.p.h. The
return trip with 33 passengers aboard was, in fact,
made at an average speed of 256 m.p.h.

J.W.R.T.
The SUC-10

The SUC-10 light monoplane, shown in the bottom
photograph on this page, will be something of a
shock to those folk who consider that French aircraft
design is behind the times. It is, in fact, one of the
neatest personal aircraft on the market to-day, and

It can carry four passengers and
their luggage.

credited with giving primary training to more of
America’s fighting airmen than any other machine,
is to be produced under licence in the Republic of
China for use in building up the air force of that
country. About 10 Chinese technicians have been sent
to the Boeing Company’s Wichita plant where the
“Kaydet” is built, to receive instruction in the manu-
facture and maintenance of this machine. Under the
terms of the agreement the company are providing
the Chinese representatives with the blueprints and
other data necessary to enable the machine to be
produced in China. Several "Kaydets” from U.S.
Army surplus stock are being overhauled and
equipped with new engines, and will be sent to
China as prototypes for the manufacturers there.

This odd-looking machine is the French SUC-10.
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Submarine Power and Telephone Cables
Interesting Wartime Activities

! TN recent years great developments have been made
*• in the manufacture of long lengths of cables specially
protected for underwater installations. During the
war period some very interesting power and telephone
cables were made and laid by Siemens -*
Co. Ltd., of Woolwich, London

' Reference to these achievements
was not possible during the war
for security reasons, and it is now
interesting to give a brief description
of two or three of them.

Four cables have been laid by the
Siemens firm across the River
Duddon In South Cumberland since
1938. Two of these were telephone
cables forming part of the P.O.
trunks from Barrow to Whitehaven,
and the other two were power
supply cables for the Barrow Cor-
poration. Each of the telephone
cables had a total length of 3,270
yards, of which 330 yards was laid
across marshland leading to the
estuary proper. The total length of
each power cable was 2,88" yards.
The crossing of the River Duddon
differs from the usual shore to
shore operations. Here there is a
waterway which a t  low tides,
except for the narrow Duddon
stream, is dry over the entire route.
Tides in the estuary are swift run-
ning, and slack water at high tide,
the best working period, is of
short duration. This effectually
prevents the laying of more ' than
one drum length on any one tide.

Brothers and

Duddon Estuary: Power Cable joint being buried. The illustrations to
this article

As the estuary is open to the south-west, and only
are by courtesy of Siemens Brothers and Co. Ltd.

For the actual crossing, five lengths of cable were
used. Two cables from the Askam shore, each 515
yards, were drawn out by manual labour assisted
for part of the way by a lorry where the sand was
flat and not too soft. The remaining three drum
lengths each 500 yards were laid from the Millom
shore, w’here a greater depth of water is obtained.

In the early installations a small ship was used
for the purpose (shown in the
illustration), but for later con-
tracts the laying was done from
a pontoon, towed by a 35 h.p
petrol driven motor boat, as thi-
was found easier to control and
its lower deck greatly facilitated
the work.

To ensure accuracy of line,
buoys were laid along the ronfp
to mark the position of each
length. AU cables after laying
were snaked along their ent ife
length in order to relieve any
strain in the joints W’hich might
arise due to movement of the
sand. The separate lengths were
laid with an overlap of ail ends,
to each of which a mark-buoy
was attached. Although the joint-
ing .positions were dry at low
tide, the dry period was not
sufficient for a complete joint to
be made and so the pontoon was
used for this work. The ends of
the cables were lifted on to the
deck and the pontoon moored
head and stern to prevent swing-
ing. The joint when completed

about one mile from the coast line, work
siderably hampered by gales from that direction.

fAt low tide a very strong wind will sometimes whip
’the sand waist high; great caution is always necessary
■ to avoid soft sand patches, somewhat resembling
quicksands. Some difficulty is presented by the
very erratic course of the Duddon, and more especially

of the Kirby Pool tributary which will shift its
course as much as 10U yards in. the 24 hours. In
some cas s too, the condition of the sand changes and
what is a fiat surface to-day may be hummocky
to-morrow.

Cable laying from coil.
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ends is essentially a daylight
operation and work commenced
at 6 a.m. to ensure the first end
being landed and secured on shore
by tide time. Whilst work at the
shore end was in progress, the
route was marked by buoys at
intervals of a quarter of a mile
and all were ready at the appointed
time. The cable was paid out
direct from a coil in the hold
through a series of guides to the
brake gear and over a roller guide
into the water. When a vessel is
moving through the water the
course is changed by a movement
of the rudder, and her .stern
swings to the required direction.
However, with cable being paid
out aft, the stem no longer has
the same freedom of movement,
and with a low* powered vessel in
narrow tidal waters, as in this
case, it is necessary for a tug tq
be used in order to maintain
complete control at all times.
The actual crossing occupied only
35 minutes and on pearing the
further bank the tug "was cast off
and the laying vessel continued
iu shore until she grounded on
the soft mud. From this point to
the shore jointing position was
175 yards, but i t  was required to

heave 320 yards of cable ashore to meet electrical
requirements. This work continued throughout tile,
remainder of the day and it  was 10 o'clock at night
before it finished.

The laying of the second cable was almost a
repetition of the first, with a day’s interval for
necessary adjustment to the paying out equipment,
shifting mark -buoys to new positions, etc. Anchoring,
trenching and burying the shore ends, winding Spar#
cable on to drums and dismantling the vessel occupied
a further three days.

Another interesting job was the laying of a power
cable across the Cattewater, in Plymouth Harbour.
The length of cable manufactured was 730 yards*
and the whole length fras coiled on one drum, the
gross weight of which was 13J tons. (Cont. on page 48tfy

River Humber: Landing a shore end,

was carefully lowered on to the river bed and then
buried, A special submarine type of Joint box was
used for the operation, in which both ends of the
joint box take the armour wires in a clamping device,
thus preventing any strain on the actual joint itself.

Some of the cable jobs were carried out in con-
ditions of great difficulty and danger. For instance
in 1941 some long lengths of telephone cable were
laid across the Bristol Channel between Swanbridge
on the Welsh side, joining up the islands of Flat
Holme and Steep Holme, and terminating a t  Brean-
down in Weston Bay, Somerset. Laying was carried
out by a small coaster. At each landing the ends
were hauled, ashore by manpower, some 00 to 70
troops being made available for the work. Much
delay was caused by the special precautions that
had to be taken against mines
and other forms of enemy action,
as this area was extremely vul-
nerable at that lime.

The Grimsby * Hull cabling
scheme for P.O. telephone trunks
neccsiiitated a crossing of the
River Humber, and this work was
Undertaken by the Company in
May 1945. The cables cross the
Humber in the district of Hessle,
and at this point the river is l i
miles wide with a tidal flow of
approximately 4 knots ami banks
of highly glutinous mud. Two
cables were laid, their total length
being 6,42v yards.

The vessel selected for the
work—a 160-ton motor coaster-
served the dual purpose of trans-
porting and laying the cables,
which were loaded at the Works,
the voyage to lhe Humber occupy-
ing four days, Paying-out gear
was fitted and 'electrical test equip-
ment was supplied to enable check
tests to be taken during the laying
and after completion.

High tide is invariably the most
suitable time for cable laying in
such waters, and the tide chosen
for the first day’s lay turned at
10.45 a.rn. The landing of shore €altewater; Cable laying from drum.
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Plastics in Everyday Life
I l l -Mou lds  and Presses

Now’ the designer will decide that, since
the part is relatively small in relation to
the size of the standard moulding plate
for the particular press he is using, he
can arrange for a number of dies to be
inset in the plate at the same time. In
this way several of the articles are pro-
duced a t  each operation. I t  is obvious
that the two parts of the mould, known
as the top and bottom plates, must close

together accurately,
and to ensure this
metal dowels and
opposing holes, run-
ning fit size, are
used. The dowels,
with chamfered ends,
are usually fixed in
the top plate, so
that the bottom
plate is clear for the
rapid removal of the
finished plastic, and
so that placing of
the fresh moulding
material in the dies
may be carried out
by the operative.
I t  is usual for the
bottom mould to
remain stationary,
and for the top
mould to be the
moving part. The
des igne r  a l so
arranges that the
handling of the press
and moulds shall be
as foolproof and light
as possible to avoid
f a t i gue  by  the
operatives who are

usually non-skilled labour.
In the process of moulding thermo-

setting plastics the powder has to be
placed by hand into the mould or die. To
ensure that  the correct amount of powder
is used, and allowing perhaps a small
surplus percentage, careful calculation
and experiments are carried out to avoid
wastefulness by the use of too much
powder, o r a  product pitted with air pockets
where insufficient powder has been used.
Correct amounts of the powder are pro-
portioned out by a special press known as
a pelletting machine, w’hich compresses

I N the previous articles we developed
an understanding of the nature of plastic

materials and the processes required to
prepare them for the final stages of manu-
facture. To shape the materials, whether
they are moulded in solid, granulated,
flaked, powdered, or liquid forms, they
have to be subjected to heat anti pressure.
Only in a few cases may the materials be
pressed out cold. The methods and
machines used for
producing the final
shapes will !>e con-
s ide red  in  t h i s
article.

The  mou ld ing
technique varies, of
course, with the
character of the
p l a s t i c  and  t he
shapes and sizes of
the finished product,
l et us suppose the
designer has been
asked to prepare the
dies and moulds for
the production of a
small plastic article
which has to with-
stand wear and tear.
He will almost cer-
tainly use a simple
compression mould,
single or composite,
and employ a heat
hardening plastic,
one of the phenolic
group, which, mixed
with a suitable filler,
such as asbestos,
mica, or canvas, will
perform a fa i r ly
heavy duty and resist normal temperature.
The use of a thermo-plastic for a heavy
duty would be entirely unsuitable, as that
class of plastic is unable to resist extremes
of temperature and has a soft yielding
nature. I t  is usually used for non-stressed
work, and for decorative features. If the
part has to withstand friction or abrasion,
a proportion of graphite will be added to
the mixture, the oily nature of which will
prevent any seizure. Some of the rolling
stock in Germany were fitted with bear-
ings of a plastic compound of this character
when that country was short of metal.

Operator loading a semi-automatic mould with
phenolic material in  tablet form. The photographs
that illustrate this article were taken at the Elo

Works of Birkbys Ltd., Liversedge, Yorks.
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Making a meter case. The charged mould closing
under 150 tons pressure.

the powder into pellets of a predetermined
size. These pellets are easily handled by
the operatives and contribute towards
economical production.

The pellets are placed on the bottom
moulding plate. The operative then closes
the moulds, either manually, or indirectly
by opening a valve which allows hydraulic,
steam, or air pressure to be exerted, which
is required to be either a few pounds, or
perhaps many tons, according to the
nature of the plastic and the required
density of the finished article.

The heat, which causes the powder to
flux or flow, is usually supplied to the
mould through heating platens placed
one above the top mould plate and one
below the bottom mould plate. Super-
heated steam is used, perhaps, and passed
through holes in these platens, to be
replaced a few seconds later by cold
water, for the cooling operation. Alter-
natively, electrical heating elements may
be inserted into holes in the platens.

The use of sudden extremes of tempera-
ture and enormous pressures in these
moulding operations is an indication of
the high quality of the steel from which
the moulds and dies must be made. The
dies and moulds must be made accurately,
in some cases to one ten-thousandth part
of an inch, of high grade carbon steel
alloys, since the manufacturers cannot
risk any possibilities of breakages and
re-manufacture of the moulds by the use
of an inferior steel. Further plates are
placed outside the mould bodies to take
and distribute evenly the pressure of
the rams.

If the part to be moulded is very large
or complicated, it is sometimes necessary
to construct compound moulds. Wherever
possible this system is avoided as it will
incur more moulding lines on the finished
article, which will add to the finishing
labour, in addition to making ejection
from the moulds more difficult. However,
where such moulds are unavoidable the
joints must be arranged vertically, that is
in the same direction as ejection.

The liquefied plastic flows under the
pressure throughout the mould, and that
rather pleasing streamline effect, found
more frequently now in plastic com-
modities, originates in the designing of
moulds best suited to plastic flow, and in
the strengthening requirements which
such shapes satisfy. Some designers have,
unfortunately, exaggerated this effect in an
attempt to create modern designs.

The dies must be designed to allow the
plastic to flow easily and quickly through

all parts of the mould, and there should
be no sharp corners to interrupt this flow.
Any embossing or engraving required on
the finished plastic part should be res-
tricted to those surfaces facing the top
or bottom of the mould.

Obviously there must be no movable
parts in the moulding void, as these will
most certainly cause distortions in the
material flowing around them. Sometimes
metal inserts are required in the mould,
but the number of these should be kept
to a minimum.

Another consideration which affects the
shape of the products arises from the
ejection of the finished article from the
moulds. I t  is necessary for the sides of
the cavities to be slightly tapered in order
to reduce frictional resistance as much
as possible between the mould and the
product, when it  is pushed out of the
mould. The bottom part of the mould
can be designed to retain the moulding
by very slight undercutting of the side
walls. As allowed for by the designer,
the plastic shrinks away from these Walls
in cooling, so that there is no difficulty in
the ejection pin or plate pushing the
moulding out of the highly polished mould
from beneath, whereas the top mould is
tapered to release the moulding im-
mediately the press is opened. This is
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obtainable in solution, powder, sheet, rod or block fdrfn.
The sheet and powder forms may be shaped ‘by
compression moulding in a similar way to the heat-
hardening resins, or the powder may be forced into
the moulds through an injection pr&ss. This press
converts the powder (or granules) into a liquid under
high temperature and pressure, and forces it between
the moulds which are then cooled. The moulds
separate and the finished products are ejected.

For easy flow and removal from the moulds, the
products are joined together by thin strips of plastic
material. From a multiple die such products are
ejected in the form of a “tree?’ The connecting
-trips are removed and, together with any rejects, are
broken down into powder form for re-use. Some
of the Injection machines work automatically through-
out, and I have known at  least one machine that
worked for a period of months, night and day,
without stopping.

The method of extrusion com-
mon to both groups of plastics
consists of forcing the treated
resin through shaped holes im-
mediately prior to the setting of
the material. It  is carried away
on bands and dried in straight or
curved forms, which, if required
in large sections, may be hollow
to save weight and material
Maximum sizes are gauged by the
strength of the material necessary
to retain the shape, and the
minimum sizes are in the form
of threads less than two-
thousandths of an inch in diameter.
Some such threads are claimed to
be stronger and more elastic than
silk, and are rapidly replacing that
material for many purposes.

The extrusion of thermo-setting
plastics is a far more difficult and
intricate process. Only a small
quantity of the material may b<
heated at one time owing to the
rapid hardening of the resin; in-
deed, only a very small portion
of the plastic can be subjected
to the processes as it is drawn
from the storage chamber and
into the extrusion cylinder. It is

forced by a ram along this cylinder, at a carefully
pre-determined rate, under carefully calculated heat
and pressure conditions, so that it passes through
the extrusion aperture at precisely the ‘right Kidmen t
in its correct condition for hardening. .Similar shapes
may be extruded as for the thermo-pieties, namely,
rods, tubes, etc.

Various plastic materials can be cast cold in forms
suitable for carving, polishing, ifj yhmmg, etc. The
moulds may be made of any convenient and cheap
material such as wood, rubber, etc., by method-
comparable with those of plaster casting. I t  is possible
for the amateur to collect odd scraps of thermo-
plastic material, such as old toothbrush handles,
combs, pieces of Perspex, etc.; and in the following
manner, by use of heat and a solvent such as acetom ,
added to the finely broken or cut up pieces of the
plastic, new shape's may be moulded. The threads
melt down more quickly in the presence of heat,
in which state we now add a filler, such as wood
flour, shavings, or even shredded scraps of paper or
rag. Pour the mass into moulds, which should b<
tightlv bound, and leave i t  to harden. When it
becomes cool and the solvent has evaporated tin
mass will be hard enough to be removed from the
mould, and carved, painted or polished as desired.

I t  will be realised that after the mouldings an
removed from the moulds there arc still a few opera
tions required before they can be delivered to I In
consumer. These operations are carried out in the
finishing shop. The flash, or spew— the surplus
plastic forced out of the joint or special aperture —
has to be removed. (Continued on fmge 480)

The only case in which any undercutting of the side
walls is advisable.

Should slight hollows be detected in the products,
‘they indicate that insufficient pressure has been
■applied during the moulding operation and irregular
shrinkage has taken place, or that the mould has
■been badly designed so that the moulding has excessive
'variations in thickness. The slight excess of moulding
•material forced out  ’’around the joint between the
two parts of the moulding is known as the “flash/'
and is removed by cutting and buffing in the finish-
ing process.

The finish of the surfaces of the moulds will of
:course be exactly reproduced by the mouldings;
therefore it is vital, especially in the case of, say,
plastic lenses, requiring optically correct surfaces,
that highly polished surfaces are obtained. This
necessitates careful hand polishing with litharge,
and mopping.

Ejecting the cured moulding.
i Thermo- plastic sheets may be moulded in com-

pression moulds and drawn "out into simple shapes
under beat and pressure. Thermo-plastic block's, or
dises trepanned from sheets, may be pre-formed to
the approximate shape and volume of the finished
article by machining and then placed , in the com-
pression mould and pressed out in the Ordinary way.
The surplus material or “spew" forced out through
Special apertures m the dies may be ground down
and re-used. Sheets and rods may be bent or twisted
to any desired shape by the application of heat and
pressure. When the materials cool off they will
remain set, in the new shapes,
, Transfer moulding, which is an alternative to the
direct method df Compression moulding of thermo-
fretting plastics, differs by the means used of charging
| he mould with the moulding material. In this cast
die, previous pkistic moulding has been removed
from the two parts of the mould and' the mould has
been closed tightly without the placing of thO pellets
or ptnyder in th*- paVities, as for the normal com-
pression mould. Instead, the powder is placed in a
Compartment which is joined to the ntould cavities
by means of small diameter tubes. Heat and pressure
■ire. applied to the powder and it is forced into the
Cavities. The action is calculated to, be vep* rapid

the material must have completely filled the mould
before the heat-hardening- process begins to take
plate- This, type of mould is more suitable than
compression moulds for moulding a number of inserts.

Transfer moulding of thermo-setting plastics is
closely related to the injection moulding of thermo-
pUsdc*. These “heat - softening" materials are
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cylinder and sand and water from the final sand screen
are discharged by chutes to a central point beneath
the washer.

The power unit is a 12 16 b.b.p. Lister oil engine.
Life-Boat Named After Coxswain

Engineering
Notes The Royal National Life-boat Institution have

decided to name their latest life-boat "Henry lilogg"
after the famous Cromer coxswain. The boat is
one of a new type, a 4G ft. Watson cabin life-boat
in which, for the first time, the steering wheel is
amidships instead of a t  the stern. She was sent to
Cromer to be tested, and the crew like her so much
that she will remain there.

Henry Blogg, who is now 70, has a record un-
equalled in the 122 years of the life-boat service, lie

AlPortable Gravel-Washing and Screening Plant
A range of portable gravel-washing, elevating, and

screening plants combined with storage hoppers now'
being built by Frederick Parker Ltd., Leicester, is
designed to permit a rate of haulage comparable with
normal heavy road haulage trailers.
One of these plants, which is shown in
the accompanying illustrations, was
designed for and in collaboration with the
Anglo-Iranian Oil Co. Ltd., Loudon,
for use in Iran.

The plant comprises two main units
mounted on standard pneumatic-tyred
road wheels, and all the working parts
that project are made retractable to
give an overall travelling height of 12 ft.
with a width of 7 ft. 6 in. The plant
shown has an approximate output of
8 tons of washed gravel an hour, but
similar plants having an output up to
20 tons an hour have been supplied.

The aggregate washing equipment has
at its feed end a bucket elevator, the
lower part of which may be raised and
lowered through hand-operated pulley
gear. The buckets are mounted on a
chain driven by a sprocket wheel, and
they pick up material from a spring-
loaded boot at the bottom of their
supporting frame. When in use this
boot is lowered into a pit until its for-
ward lip is at ground level and material
is emptied straight down into it .

The elevator discharges into a chute
leading directly into a rotating feed-box
at one end of the washer. This feed-box ____
first- compartment of the washer, and from it _
material passes into a long washing cylinder, divided
into two compartments and having a perforated
steel end plate.

Within the cylinder steel baffles are welded in
position. A perforated screen at  the discharge end of
the washer extracts sand and water from the material

The elevating and screening unit of the gravel-washing and screening
plant *****  - •  “* ’ •••-—*•—

are
described on this page. This illustration and the one below
reproduced by courtesy of Frederick Parker Ltd., Leicester.

forms the
the

before it reaches the screening plant, which is shown
in the upper illustration. Dirty water from the feed

has been in Cromer life-boat for 53 years, has been
its coxswain for 37 years, and has taken part in the
rescue of 873 lives. He has won the Institution’s gold
medal, the V.C. of the life-boat service, three times;
its silver medal four limes, the British Empire Medal
and the George Cross.

Shield for Machine Operators
An interesting protective device consisting of a

transparent shield that can be rapidly and easily
fixed to any machine tool to protect the

. operator from flying chips of metal or dust
has been introduced by the Silvaflame
Company, Birmingham. The device con-
sists of a small magnet of cobalt steel fixed
to an adjustable arm that carries a shield
of Perspex. The magnet can be fixed to
any suitable point on a machine and by
means of the special adjustments provided,
the Perspex shield can be interposed rigidly
between the operator and the material.

Radar Helps in Docking
When the "City of Calcutta" arrived at

Capetown, South Africa, on a recent visit,
she used her wartime radio and radar
equipment to help her to dock in a thick
fog and to speak from the bridge to the
Post Office. The equipment is the standard
type that was issued to thousands of British
ships for convoy work during the war. The
radio telephone saved much time and the
pilot was speedily directed to the ship’s side
through dense log. The vessel ran into fog
about 30 miles from Capetown, but by using
her radar she was able to pass safely to the
harbour breakwater.The gravel-washing unit of the Parker plant.
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Cycling on the London Underground
A Novel Quad-Cycle

By T. R. Robinson

SPENDING the night cycling along
the London Underground Railway

tunnels may seem an odd occupation,
but it is the way in which the line In-
spectors of the system now carry out
their duties. Every yard of track, and
every rail, point and signal must be
inspected every night, so experiments
were made with a rail-cycle designed to
run on the ordinary permanent way.

The machine used was developed * by
Mr. H. C. Trissler, the Permanent Way

flanged, and there is no provision fur
steering, for the simple reason that '  it
is unnecessary’. The position of the
rider is at one side of the frame, but he
is not seated directly over the track of
the larger wheels, for this would be likelv
to make the machine overturn at bends.
The drive is by chain of the familiar cycle
type, and there is a gear ratio of about
33 in., which is very* suitable for the work
that the cycle is required to do.

The chain wheel, pedals, and saddle are
all of the usual kind, but the
handlebars are of a simple "T”
form, with plain grips on their
ends. The brake is unusual,
for its curved shoe acts on the
flange of the driven rear wheel.
I t  is of the cantilever type, and
is operated by a cable from a
lever mounted on the handle-
bars. I t  is not designed to bring
the machine to a halt as rapid le-
as the brake of a road cycle,
but it does stop it in a verv
short distance.

As the rule of the road which
forbids the carrying of two
people on a cycle does not apply
to cycling underground, provision
is made on the rail -cycle for a
passenger, and to accommodate
him two sponge-rubber pads are
fitted to the frame close beside
the chain-sprocket and direct I v
behind the rider's saddle. The

passenger stands on these two pads,
and from this position is able to assist
in inspection work, make notes and help
the inspector generally. The reason for
using sponge rubber for the foot-pads
is to insulate the passenger from vibration.
This is very necessary, for the cycle is
not provided with pneumatic tyres and
is unsprung.

A good light is needed for most of the
inspection work in the tube tunnels.
As the current is cut oft during the times
when the cycle is in use, a powerful
acetylene lamp is fitted. Dazzle is pre-
vented by the fitting of carefully designed
reflectors that direct the light forward and
downward, and enable inspection to con-
tinue for long periods without eye-strain.

I nc  quad-cycle used tor inspection on the London Underground.
The passenger stands on rubber pads behind the driver. Photo-

graph by courtesy of London Transport.

Divisional Assistant, and proved so
successful that several more have now
been constructed. I t  is a "quad -cycle"
of distinctly novel appearance, and the
tubular frame, which spans the width
of the track when the cycle is in use,
is designed to fold up very compactly,
so that the machine can be stored in quite
a small space. I t  is simple to assemble
the cycle and place it on the rails, for the
folded sections can be extended easily,
and they are locked rigidly in place by
a special interlocking joint. The extension
then forms a kind of "outrigger" to the
rest of the frame; the wheels that support
it are considerably smaller than the other
two.

All the wheels of this novel cycle are
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BOOKS TO READ
Here we review books of interest and of use to readers of the "Af.Af.” With the exception of
those issued by the Scientific and Children's Book Clubs, which are available only to members,

and certain others that will be indicated, these should be ordered through a bookseller.

'‘CHAMPLAIN’*
By LouiSE H. THARP

(Harrap, 6/- net)
One of the greatest of all stories is that of the

settling of North America by Europeans, chiefly from
Great Britain, ‘France and Holland, who braved
Atlantic storms in their unwieldy and ill-equipped
sailing ships to find new homes in the west. These
settlements were not made without trouble, for the
various countries concerned were always liable to
break out into ppen warfare among themselves or
with the Indians already dwelling there. Some of the
earliest settlements failed, and great hardships befell
others, but under the guidance of pioneer leaders
the new lands were brought to prosperity.

This book tells the story of one of the greatest of
these voyagers, whose name is fixed in our minds by
that of a lake that figured largely in the subsequent
struggles between British and French for mastery
of North America. Samuel de Champlain was not
only the discoverer of this lake, but also an explorer
who among other feats helped to find sites for some
of the earliest French settlements in what is now
Nova Scotia and along the banks of the St.  Lawrence,
where he founded Quebec.

Champlain spent his early boyhood on the Breton
coast, where he became a skilful chart maker and
navigator while still a boy, His great longing to see
the New World revealed by the voyages of Columbus,
Cabot and their successors .was not gratified until he
was 36, but from that time until his death in Quebec
32 years later he was continually exploring the New
World and making sketches and other records of alt
that he saw. The Indians fascinated him from the
first, and whenever possible he made friends with
them and did his best to help them. How he did this
we read in this book, which tells us the story of his
voyages and travels overland, of his successes, and
of his disappointments, the greatest of which was his
capture by an English expedition. Fortunately he
was able to return to his beloved Quebec.

This fine story of a notable pioneer of Canada is
authentic, including direct quotations from the writings
of the hero himself, and the excellent illustrations
include adaptations of Champlain's own sketches and
plans.

"ROCKET TO THE MOON"
Bv BRUCE PERIL
(Faber, 7/6 net)

Mr. Peril has written a story in which the modern
boy will revel, for i t  combines excitement and ad-
venture with futuristic but reasonable science.

On the upper slopes of one of the least accessible
mountains of the Pennine Range Is a gigantic research
laboratory, where experiments are being made with
new fuels of capacity far beyond those of ordinary
explosives. The ultimate aim of Professor Delius,
the owner of the great laboratory, is to shoot off a
rocket with sufficient power to reach the moon, but an
international gang are so eager to learn the secrets
of the new fuels that they are prepared to stop at
nothing in order to steal them.

Into this strange struggle comes David Dolan, a
young reporter, who aids Delius and his assistants
in their fight. He plays a decisive part in foiling
the vicious attacks made on the laboratory, narrowly
escaping death in one assault, and he it is who first
tracks down the man directing the attacks on behalf
of the international gang, and then runs the chiefs
of the gang themselves to earth in London. Then
shooting the first rocket to the Moon provides a
thrilling climax.

"LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERS OF THE L.N.E.R."
By BxM WEBB

(Ian Allan Ltd., 3/-)
This is described by the author as "an attempt to

give some details about the men who design or have
designed the locomotives of the L.N.E.R., to show
their portraits, to record their careers and their
achievements." In this object the book succeeds
fairly well. I t  delves into the fairly remote past
represented by the Fletcher and Stirling periods on
the North Eastern and Great Northern Railways
respectively. The important work of the two Holdens,
father and son, on the Great Eastern Railway is given
due attention, as is that of the locomotive officers of
the North British and Great North of Scotland lines.
The reigns of H. A. Ivatt and Sir Nigel Gresley at
Doncaster bring us into modern times, and we end
with a brief story of the recent Thompson regime.
The illustrations on the whole are interesting, although
the reproduction in some instances is not very satis-
factory.

Copies are obtainable from A.B.C. Locomotive
Books, Mail Order Department, 33, Knollys Road,
StreaLham, London S.W.16, price 3/- post free.

"SOLVING EARTH’S MYSTERIES"
By H. H. SwiNNERTON, D.Sc., F.G.S., F.Z.S.

(Harrap. 10/6 net)
Interest in the materials of which our world is

made, and the nature of the living things that have
existed on it since life first became possible, is never
ending. Dr. S winnerton has set out to make this
story plain to boys and girls, and he has succeeded
in making a real live book out of branches of science
that can very easily be made to appear dry and un-
attractive.

In this exploration of the Earth's history we learn
how different kinds of rock have been formed, follow
the making of soil, and see how rivers and seas came
into existence. There are many surprises for the
young reader. For instance, few of us realise that
vast mountain ranges have been pushed up into
the skies from under the seas, in which they were
laid down as sediments, and that they are on their
way back again to the seas, broken up by frost and
rain and carried down by glaciers and swiftly running
streams. This cycle is clearly explained, after which
we pass on to the story of animal life, passing through
the successive ages of fishes and reptiles to that of
the mammals of the present day, and the appearance
of man himself.

There are 181 illustrations, most of them repro-
ductions of photographs, together with a geological
map in colour.

"VETERANS OF THE TRACK"
By H.  C. CASSESLEY

(Ian Allan Ltd. Price 1/9)
Mr. H.  C. Casserley, who is well known to "Af.M."

readers as a railway photographer, here presents an
interesting pictorial record of various old engines
that are still, or were until recently, on the active
list. He also contributes an interesting account of
a selection of his grand old-timers. He has specialised
in tracking down little known old engines, some of
them in more or less remote districts, and the gem
of his collection is “McClean," 90 years old and "still
going strong" on a colliery line in Staffordshire.
This is the oldest locomotive a t  work in this country,
and possibly in the world.

Copies can be obtained from A.B.C. Locomotive
Books Mail Order Department, 33, Knollys Road,
Streatham, London S.W.I6, price 1/1 post free.
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On the Southern, “West Country" class engines

are completed up to No. 21C 140, the series numbered
133-40 being allocated to Stewarts Lane shed, London,
for running the Continental and ordinary Kent coast
services as ready. Names for 10 of these locomotives
now rurtlting are to be "Dartmoor,” "Exmoor,”
"IHackmore Faitey," "Rough Tor” "Yes Tor"  "Tate
Valley" "Eddystone ” "Lundy” and " Wafersrorri."
These are all names of well-known beauty spots,
landmarks or seamarks in the west. Engines on the
withdrawn list include “F l "  Stirling 4-4-0s Nos
1079 and 1110; “A12" 0-4-2 "Jubilees" Nos. GUO.
612, 613 and 615; “Tl“  0-4-4T No. 4; and “DI"
0-4 2'1s Nos. 2220, 2240 and 2260. Light green paint
is appearing on various passenger locomotives as well
as on some of the 2-6-0s as they emerge from Works

Oil Fuel Conversion Programmes
The four main line companies have announced

their plans for conversion of batches nf various classes
of locomotives to oil fuel burning. On the L.M.S
there are to be 485, comprising the 11 class 7 2 -8
on the Somerset and Dorset section, 245 class “8"
2-8 0s, 175 Hass "7” 0 8 0s, the 33 "Garratt" 2 G U -

Railway Notes
Locomotive News

Considerable numbers of Ministry of Supply
“Austerity" 2-8-0 freight locomotives, many of which
have been overseas on Army service, are a t  present
stored near the Kent coast, at Kingham, G.W.R.,
also near Blisworth, L.M.S., and elsewhere. As already
mentioned in these notes many engines of this typ*?
arc at work on the Southern and L.N.E.R. systems.
'1 he L.N.E.R. have purchased 75 .of the standard
wartime saddle tank 0-6 Os built by various British
firms. These are being classed “J94” and numbered
8006-80. The engines are at work on shunting or
local freight duties from various sheds in Lincoln*
shire, Yorkshire and Lancashire as well as farther
north.

On the L.M.S. the latest class “4"  2 6 4Ts built
at Derby arc numbered and allocated as follows:
No. 2236, 24 B, Rose Grove,
Lancs.; No. 2237, 26A, Newton
Heath; No. 2238-4(), 27 A,
Polmadie, Glasgow.

No. 25277 "Oberon" of the
former L.N.W. "Precursor”
class having bcm withdrawn,
the only two of those 4 4 Os
now remaining are“Sirocco” and
"Greyhound " there arc 13
“Prince of Wales" class 4 G-Os
remaining* No, 25818 having
been scrapped.

hollow mg on. No. 500 "Eduard
Thompson", further L.N.E.R.
"A2” 6 fl. 2 in. "Pacifies" with
250 lb. per sq. in. boiler pressure,
painted green, are Nos. 511 513.
These arc named nspet lively
"Airborne,” "Steady Aim” and
"Dante,” so resuming the race-
horse name series. At the time
of writing the first two are
stationed at Heaton, Newcastle,
and No. 513 is at Doncaster.
"Diamond Jubilee” and “.8/.

are now rebuilt to the
"A3" class and shedded at
King’s Cross. Their new num-
bers arc 46 and 112 respectively.
I t  is believed that only nine
Gresley "Pacifies" remain in the original "A l”  state,
now "A  10," retaining 180 lb. per sq. in. boiler pressure.
These include the famous No. 4472 "Flying Scotsman,"
now No. 103.

New standard L.N.E.R. “B l "  2-cyl. 4-6 -Os have
been completed at the works of the North British
Locomotive Co. Ltd. up to No. 1071, Nos. 1040-59,
with the exception of No. 1058, are allocated to the
Great Eastern section, and the higher numbers so far
reported to Neville Hill (Leeds), Sheffield or the
Scottish area, where No. 1058 has been working
Many Great Eastern locomotives were recently
awaiting repair. No. 9000, the new green 2 6-4'1,
has been continuing trials on semi-fast main line
trains, including those on the 61 j-mile Newcastle-
Carlisle route.

The G.W.R. have turned out new “5100" 2-6-2Ts
numbered 4140-2. The latest “Castle" 4-6-0, No.
7007 "Ogmon: Castle,” is stationed at Stafford Road,
Wolverhampton. Nameplates have been affixed to
4-6-0 locomotives as follows; No. 1004, "Co«nfv of
Somerset;” No. 1005, "Cumi/y of Devon;” No. 6923,
"Croxieth Hal!;” No, 6925, "Hackness Hall;" No.
6939, "Calveley Hall;” and No, 6940, "Didlington
Hall." Withdrawals include "Saint" 4-6-0 No.
2978, "Charles J .  Hambro,” shedded a t  Swindon,
and Nos, 3000 1. the first \wo of the ex-G.C. R 3).1).
type 2-8-0s which were purchased by the G'.W.R.

G.W.R. rebuilt "Duke”  class 4-4-0 No. 3280, now withdrawn, on Newbury
and Didcot train leaving Southampton terminus, S.R. Photograph by

C. R .  1,. Coles.

0-6-2s, 16 class "4"  0-6-0s and five class "5“ 4-G-Os.
The I..N.E.R. plan to convert 450 locomotives, all of
freight types, destined for work on many parts of
the system. These will comprise 167 2 -8-0s of classes
"Of ,"  "02"  and “04,"  111 "Austerity" 2-8 0s taken
over from the Ministry of Supply, 91 "K3"  2-8 0s.
46 North Eastern type "Q6" O-8-Os and 35 of the
standard "J39” 0-6 0 type.

The G.W.R. intend to convert 50 "Castle” class
express 4 6 0 engines, 85 "Hal!" 4-6-0 mixed traffics,
including the first trial one already reported, and 63
heavy freight locomotives of the 28xx class as well
as 18 other goods engines, a total of 216.

Passenger engines figure largely in the Southern
programme and they are all Western Division loco-
motives. In a total of 110 there arc 16 4-6-Os of the
"NI5," "King Arthur," and “HI5"  types, the 10
large "DI  5"  4 4 0s, 20 of the "West Country" Pacifies,
30 "LU"  and "T9” 4 4-0s, together with 34 of the
“N"  and"U"  2 G 0 classes.

In view of the large amount of construction work
necessary at engine sheds ns well as actual alterations
of the knot no lives themselves, some time will probably
elapse* before the whole of  these plans conic to fruition.

Improved Railway Services
The winter timetables that came into force in

October indicated a further very marked stop towards
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and speed went up
into the ''eighties''
down part of the
famous descent to-
wn rds Peterborough,
Approach ing  th i s
station there was the
f i r s t  bad  s igna l
slowing, and it was
passed very slowly
at 8.3, Id min. behind
time. Unfortunately
more delays were to
follow. First on the
level at Conning ton
South, and then on a
4 J -mile rise at Abbots
Kip ton ,  s i gna l s
caused bad checks,
appa ren t ly  on
account of a fish
train not turned on
to the slow line soon
enough.  Thus  a t
Huntingdon the train
was 4 rain, down on
schedule, but was

soon travelling in the “seventies” and averaging a
mile a min me when on went the signals again, a t
Everton Box. A fine recovery was made, arid approach-
ing Hitchin at about 60 m.p.h. on the I in 264-200
up, the engine continued to climb well to Stevenage,
so that on passing Hatfield at 9,10 all 8 9 min. lost by
signal delays had been recovered. The 4JJ miles
from Huntingdon, including Everton slowing, arid
a good deal of adverse grading, had takeu onlv
41 min.

There was a long slack between Braokman’s Park
and Potters Bar, after which the drscent through
the suburbs and the approach to King’s Cross were
taken carefully, as is now usual. The final stop after
a gentle draw along the platform was secured a t
9.35. J hi> was 5 min. down on the 122 miri, allowance
for the 1054 miles, though as delays had cost 13
min. the locomotive was 8 min. to the good, and the
net time of 114 mln. from Grantham was excellent
in present conditions.

Northern Ireland Narrow Gauge Locomotives
We reproduce on this page a photograph by Mr.

E. Patterson of a 3 ft. gauge 4 -4 2T locomotive that
was bmlt by Kitson and Co. Ltd. in 1908 for the
former Ballycastle Railway. This line was closed in
1924, but was subsequently taken over by the Northern
Counties Committee (L.M.S.) The engine was then
numbered 113, and with a sister locomotive numbered
J 14 was used for passenger working over the Ballymena
-Larne section up to 1933, when passenger traffic
<m this route was discontinued.

L.M.S. No, 6254 “City of Stoke-on-Trent/’ in the new L.M.S. livery. Photograph by
courtesy of the L.M.S,

restoration of faster and mnre frequent passenger
services of the standard familiar in 1939 and pre-
ceding years. More restaurant, buffet, sleeping and
Pullman rars are being run. scat reservations are
again possible on certain fast trains, many inter-
mediate stops have been eliminated, and accelerated
timings have been put into force on many routes.
There is still much to be done in the way of repair
and maintenance work on locomotives and rolling
stock after years of hard work in war conditions,
when little could be done in the way of painting or
renewal of worn parts.

The L.N.E.K “East Anglian” and “Yorkshire
Pullman.” and the Southern Bournemouth Pullman
and "Calden Arrow" ata among the luxurious ex-
presses already restored in which every seat is book-
able, Services to the north of England, Scotland,
the Midlands ami West are being improved, and
various through intrr-rompauy passenger trains
appear in the timetables again.

L.N.E.R. Locomotive Performance
Not much has been heard so far about the per-

formance of the “A2 I "  4 6-2 engines, Mr, Thompson’s
first new or rather modified “Pacific” design produced
during the recent war. These are the four locomotives
described in the April 1945 “Af.M.” that were to
have been the final *‘V2” 2-6 -2s, but were given
19 iti. instead of 18.} in. cylinders. They arc provided
with separate inside Wafscharts gear for the third
cylinder, and the outside cylinders are placed farther
back, as in other Thompson types, while the boiler
pressure is raised from 220 to 225
ib. Originally their numbers were
3696 9. These have now been
altered to 507-10, and the engines
are being given the Scottish names
"Duke of Rothesay” "Waverify,”
"Highland Chieftain” and “Robert
the Bruce.” Two of these names
were carried by former North
British ”Atlantic’s,” while another
N.B, 4-4-2 was "Highland Chief,”

It was an interesting pleasure
recently to receive some details of
a good run by No. 3697 writh
King’s Cross men when working
the retfiru half of a Loudon-
Grantham and back tunr They
took over the first part of the up
afternoon “Scots wan” at Gran-
tham, with 14 coaches weighing
about 485 tons gross and got the
right-away 15 mtn. late at  7,28
p.m. The engine climbed well to
Stoke, passed in about 9 min.,

A 3 ft. gauge 4-4-2T locomotive of the former Ballycastle Railway
Northern Ireland. Photograph by E, Patterson,
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L.M.S. Clyde Steamers
A Famous Pleasure Fleet in Peace and War

By W. A. C. Smith

IN 1939 the L.M.S. fleet of steamers on
the Clyde was operated by two subsidiary

companies, the Caledonian Steam Packet
Co. and Williamson -Buchanan Steamers
(1936) Ltd. The first of
these was formed by the
Caledonian Railway, and
by 1938 all L.M.S.-
operated steamers had
been handed over to it.
W i 11i a m so  n - B u c h a n a n
Steamers Ltd., together
with Turbine Steamers
Ltd., a company formed
in 1900, were taken over
by the L.M.S. and David
Mac Brayno Ltd. in 1935.
The L.M.S. share of the
steamers of this com-
bination was transferred
to the Caledonian Steam Packet Co., but
in 1936 a new company, Williamson-
Buchanan Steamers (1936} Ltd., was
formed by the L.M.S. and received the
former Williamson-Buchanan and Turbine
Ltd. steamers from the Caledonian Steam
Packet Co.

The colours of the Caledonian Steam
Packet Co. are black hull with white
upper section, white and varnished super-
structure and yellow funnels with black
tops. Williamson-Buchanan steamers had
similar colours, except that the funnels
were white with black tops.

At the outbreak of war in September
1939 the Caledonian fleet consisted of
12 steamers and four motor vessels. The

"Duchess of Rothesay," built in 1895 by
J .  and G. Thomson Ltd., Clydebank, was-
the veteran of the fleet. She is a paddle
vessel powered by compound engines

P.S. “Duehcss of F i fe. ”

giving a speed of 17 knots, and her length
is 234 ft. In the First World War she was
requisitioned as a minesweeper and gained
distinction by towing into port the remains
of a German Zeppelin which had crashed
into the North Sea, sweeping up over
500 German mines and assisting in the
salving of 14 vessels. In 1919 she was
reconditioning at Glasgow when she sank
at her moorings, and for several weeks
she lay on the river bed with only her
funnel top visible. The mystery was
solved when it was discovered that her
sea-cocks had been left open. A similar
vessel, but with a triple expansion engine,
is the "Duchess of Fife" built in 1903 by
the Fairfield Shipbuilding and Engineering

Co. Ltd., Glasgow, which
also served as a mine-
sweeper in the North
Sea.

The  on ly  t u rb ine
steamer built for the
Caledonian Railway was
the "Duchess of Argyll "
She was built by Messrs.
Win. Denny and Bros.,
Dumbarton, in 1906, and
is a fast steamer having
a speed of almost 22
knots. Her length is
260 ft. In the 1914-18
war she sailed as a
transport between theT.S. “Duchess of Argyl l ”  at Courock.
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may be said to be
a turbine version of
'* M e r c u r y “ and
“Caledonia”; and the
sister ships “Jupiter”
and  "Juno ,”  two
paddle steamers built
in 1937 by Fairfield's.
In addition there were
the “Ashton,” “Leven,”
’' IVee Cumbrae * and
“Arran Mail,” all
small motor vessels of
similar design.

On the outbreak of
war in 1939 many of
these vessels were taken
over for war service.

Those that were paddle steamers became
minesweepers, and later coast defence
auxiliaries, while the turbine steamers
and motor vessels were used as tenders.
One of these was the “Duchess of Rothesay ”
which became part of the 10th Mine-
sweeping Flotilla at Dover. In 1940 she
was transferred to the 12th Flotilla at
Harwich and took part in the Dunkirk
evacuation. In 1942 she became an
accommodation ship at  Brightlingsea. She
has now been sold for breaking up.

The “Duchess of Fife” formed part of
the 12th Minesweeping Flotilla and also
took part in the Dunkirk evacuation. She
made three trips to the beaches and
brought back more than 1,000 troops.
Last year she returned to the Clyde and,
after reconditioning by Lamont’s at Port
Glasgow, took up her peacetime duties
again on 30th May of this year.

The “Duchess of Argyll” was used as a
tender for the conveyance of service
personnel to and from ships at anchor in
the Clyde, including the liner “Queen
Mary.” She returned to the Clyde services

P.S. "Marchioness of Lome" leaving Gourock,

South of England and France, covering
71,624 miles and carrying 326,60S troops.

The “Glen Sannox” was the first vessel
to be built after the First World War for
the Clyde fleets. She is a turbine steamer
with a length of 260 ft. and was built in
1925 by Denny's. She is the fastest Clyde
steamer, and attained a speed of almost
24 knots on trial. In appearance she is
very similar to the “Duchess of Argyll.”

In 1930 a turbine cruising steamer was
built for the Caledonian Steam Packet
Co. by Denny's. This is the “Duchess of
Montrose,” which has a length of 273 ft.
and a speed of 21 knots. She carried
saloon passengers only and was the first
one-class ship in the fleet of the Caledonian
Steam Packet Co. The “Duchess of
Hamilton,” a similar vessel, was built for
excursion work by Harland and Wulff
Ltd. at Govan in 1932, and in 1934 the
“Mercury,” a paddle steamer of new
design, was built by Fairfield’s. When
viewed from certain angles the “Mercury”
resembled a turbine steamer because of
peculiar square paddle boxes, and other
unusual features were a
cruiser stern and two
masts. A vessel very
similar in design to the
“Mercury” was  t he
“Caledonia,” built by
Denny’s in 1934.

O the r  Ca ledon ian
steamers in 1939 were
the ’' Marchioness of
Lome"  a small paddle
s t eamer  s imi l a r  i n
appearance to  “Mercury”
and “Caledonia”; the
“March iones s  o f
Graham,”  t he  f i r s t
geared turbine steamer
in the Clyde fleets, which P.S. "Mercury."
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more than a year ago and was the first steamer to
sail from Gourm k to Rothesay since the outbreak
of war. The "Duchess of Hamilton” was also used as
a tender for carrying troops to and from ships at
anchor off Gourock and Greenock, ami later for
carrying servicemen between Stranraer and Larne.
On 26th December of last year she was on passage
from Larne to Stranraer when she ran ashore on the
Galloway coast, -badly damaging her bows, On
1st June of this year she resumed peacetime duties
on the Clyde, and on reaching Campbeltown she
received a great weIconic from a pipe band and
3,000 people on the decorated quay, as she was the
first passenger steamer to arrive there since 1939,

The "Mercury” became part of the 1 I th Mine-
sweeping Flotilla. On Christmas Day 1940 she hit
a mine off the Irish coast and. although taken in tow
by the "Caledonia,” sank four hours lateb.

The "Caledonia” also became part of the 11 th
Minesweeping Flotilla early in the war, and was

"Marchioness uf Graham” of the Caledonian Steam
Packet Co., ami the ,W<?ry II” of the William-
son-Buchanan fleet. From 1939 to 1944 they carried
17,900,00(1 passengers, and the services were main-
tained with very little interruption, despite manning
and coaling difficulties and the occasional presence
of mines.

On the outbreak of war the fleet of Williamson-
Buchanan Steamers (1936) Ltd, consisted of five
steamers, the "Kylemore,” "King. Edward” "Eagle
III,” ’‘(Jioru Empress” and "Qiwn Mary 11," The
"Kylemore” was a paddle steamer built in 1897 by
Messrs. Russell, Port Glasgow. She had a length of
208 ft. While fitting out she was s ild for service
in the South of England, but came back to the Clyde
in 19(14 as the Glasgow and South Western Railway

In 1908 she was again, acquired by
Williamson's and given her original name. She served
as a minesweeper in the 1914 IS war.

The "King Edward" w'as built in 1901 by Denny’s,
Dumbarton, and had the
distinction of being the
first commercial vessel to
be propelled by turbines.
She has .i length of 250 ft.
and a speed of 20 knots.
In the First World War
she conveyed troops be-
tween the South of England
atid France and also saw
service a t  Archangel, being
the last vessel of the
British expedition to leave
and having a very stormy
passage to Oban.

The "Eagle 111” was
built by A. and J .  Inglis,
Glasgow, in 1910. She is
a paddle vessel w’ith a
length of 215 ft. and a
speed of 16 knots. When
first put into service she

proved very unstable and was withdrawn almost
immediately for alterations. Since these she has
proved completely satisfactory in this respect. She
saw service as a minesweeper in the [914 IS war.

The “(Juror /■.'w/vfss” was built in 1912 by Messrs.
Murdock and Murray, Port Glasgow. She is a paddle
vessel propelled by compound engines giving a speed
of 16 knots, and has a length of 210 ft. In the
1914-18 war she served as a minesweeper, troopship
and ambulance transport. As the last she served
in the White Sea and ran aground. She was to have
been blown up to prevent her falling into Russian
hands, but was refloated in the nick of time.

The most modem vessel in  the Williamson- Buchanan
fleet, and one of the most popular Clyde steamers,
is the turbine "Q««n Mary II.” She was built by
Denny’s in 1933 and has a length of 250 ft. She
was named "Queen Mary” when launched, but was
renamed "(Jwoi Mary JI” when the directors of the
Cunard-White Star line wished to use the original
name for their liner.

During the 1939-45 war all of these steamers,
except the “Qiom Mary II,” saw* war service. The
"Kylemore” was requisitioned by the Navy and
became part of the 10th Minesweeping Flotilla. She
was sunk during the war. The "King Edward" was
used as a tender on the Clyde during the war, and
after reconditioning, returned to the Clyde services
in. April of this year on the Weniyss Bay-Largs-
Miilport run.

The "Eagle I I I”  renamed "Oriole,” became part
of the 12th Minesweeping Flotilla and took part in
the Dunkirk evacuation. When she arrived off the
beaches there were no small boats to ferry the troops
out to the waiting ships, so she was deliberately rim
ashore and used as a pier. In this way she distributed
3,000 troops among the vessels in the offing, although
bein continually bombed- She was refloated in the
evening, during continuous air attack, and brought
back 700 soldiers and nurses. She then took up
minesweeping duties (Continued on page 4S0)

T.S. J’Queen Mary IL”
renamed "Coal fell." After a short spell in the English
Cfia tmcl she operated off Ireland. She then went
to the Thames and was converted from a minesweeper
to an A. A. ship and took part in the defence of
London. She then went to the Humber to assist in
the defence of Hull and there shot down her first
enemy aircraft. She was at the Normandy beaches
on D-day and then went to Antwerp to assist in the
destruction of the flying bombs which were being
launched against that city. Early last year she
returned to the Clyde for reconditioning by Denny’s,
and took up service on the Dunoon and Rothesay
section on 17th May of this year.

The "Jupiter” also formed part of the 1 I Lh Flotilla
and was renamed "Scawfell.” She served as a mine-
sweeper, escort vessel and A. A. ship, and took part
in the Normandy landings, taking over the 128th
American Task Force- She accounted for three
enemy aircraft. Last year she returned to Glasgow
for reconditioning by D. and W, Henderson and on
9th February of this year took up the Gouroek-Holy
Loch service. She was the first steamer to return
to her peacetime duties after naval service.

The "Juno,” renamed "Helvellyn,” was in the
Thames in 1941, being converted from a minesweeper
to an A. A. ship, and during a raid received a direct
bomb hit, sinking in the Surrey Docks.

The four motor vessels "Levon” "HTv
Cioadree” and. “/Irran AfatV” were taken over for
use as tenders in the Clyde, On 11 th April of this
year the "Wee Cumbrae” resumed peacetime services
on the Clyde on the Largs to Millport service, while
on 1st June the "Ashton” and "Levert” instituted an
hourly service between Gourock and Dunoon. The
‘Mnaw Mail” is also back to peacetime work, carry-
ing mails and goods between Ardrossan and Arran.

Although their record was not so spectacular as
that of the ships on war service, the vessels which
maintained the wartime sailings on the Clyde did
just as fine a job. They were the "Glen San no t "
"Duchess of Montrose,” "Marchioness of Lome” and
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Photography
Meccano Models

VTOW that the long evenings are here again, Meccano
* enthusiasts will be busy building models for entry
in the "M.Af.” competitions. In order to take part
in these competitions it is necessary to send in either
a photograph or a drawing of the model that is to
be entered. It is not easy to make a satisfactory
drawing of a model, and therefore it is best to send
a photograph if at ah possible. Fortunately it is
quite easy to make suitable photographs, provided
that a few simple precautions are taken. If the camera
has focussing adjustments for photographing objects
at close quarters, this is an advantage, but owners
of box-form and other non-focussing cameras can
make “close-ups” of their models by lilting over
the lens a second or supplementary lens, commonly
known as a “portrait attachment,” which mhy be
pun based from a photographic dealer.

If the work is to be done out of doors, the model
should be placed where it is in good light, but is
not exposed to direct sunlight. Indoors it is necessary
to place the model close to a window in order to
secure sufficient light, but here again the sun should
not be shining' full on the windows.

Generally speaking it is best to photograph models
indoors by artificial light. If only a single overhead
electric or gas light is available, the model should
be placed in such a position that the light falls on
it from the front al  an angle of about 45 degrees.
If a second light, such as a table lamp, is available,
this is a great advantage, and it should be placed a
little to one side and slightly in front oi the modd.
In order to avoid heavy shadows it is best to use
opal or pear! electric globes.

Wherever the photograph is to be taken, a plain
background of some kind must be provided. The
importance of this cannot be over-emphasised, for
large numbers of photographs submitted in
competitions arc quite hopeless on account of neglect
of this precaution. Sometimes when a model is photo-
graphed out of doors the result is utter contusion,
the model being mixed up with foliage, treiiiswork,
or brickwork behind it. This applies also to photo-
graphs taken indoors, and a typical example of a
spoiled picture due to an unsuitable background is
shown in our upper illustration. Here is a really
gtHid photograph ruined simply because the photo-
grapher failed to place a sheet of plain white or brown

An example of an otherwise good photograph ruined
by an unsuitable background. Compare this picture

with the one below.
paper behind and underneath the model.

In all cases, indoors or outside, ti sheet of some
material entirely without pattern should be hung
behind the model. The colour of this sheet may
range from light brown to grey or white.

Another important point is to avoid dark shadows
behind the model. This may be done quite casilv by
arranging sheets of white paper so as to reflect light
on to the dark portions.

Every part of the model should appear equally
“sharp” in the photograph, and to secure this result
the lens should be “stopped down”— that is the
movable diaphragm attached to lhe lens should
be closed up to F32 or F64, or to its smallest aperture.
This unfortunately has the effect of requiring a much

longer exposure. Lighting
conditions vary so greatly
that i t  is impossible to
give definite advice re-
garding exposure, and
readers are recommended
to use an exposure meter.

Prints for submission to
a model -building compet-
ition should be made on
glossy gaslight paper.
Pencil should not be used
on the prints to draw
attention to certain parts,
unless it is possible to
submit a t  the same time
a second print without
such marks. The best
plan is to gum to the top
back edge of the print a
piece of tracing paper of
such size that when pulled
over it will completely cover
the front of the print. Any
figures ■ .or identification
letters may t|ien be marked
on this paper.

The plain dark background against which this fine ship is photographed shows
up its details to the best advantage.
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Among the Model-Builders
By "Spanner"

The handle of the lever is formed by two
2 Strips bolted to the ends of the 3j*
Strips and spaced by’ another Double
Angle Bracket. Flat Brackets are bolted
to a 5p  Strip and adjusted so that they
form a positioning rack for the lever arm.

The gears on the Rod are a
Pinion, a J ' x J*  Gear and

a 50-teeth Gear.
Interesting Steering Mechanisms
Mr. P. E.  Webb, Camberlev,

Surrey, has several interesting
suggestions for steering gears suit-
able for model vehicles. One of his
arrangements is shown in Fig. 3 on
the following page. The mechanism is
constructed as follows. Two Angle
Brackets are bolted to the inner
faces of two Bush Wheels and are
pivotally connected by a T Axle
Rod 2 to the ends of Strips,
which are spaced by Double
Brackets.

The tracking is effected by an-
other 5 " Strip, each end of which
is connected by a lock-nutted bolt
to an Angle Bracket 3 that again
is pivotally connected to a second
Angle Bracket 4 attached to the

Bush Wheel. The Rod 5 forming the
steering column is linked to the tracking
Strip by a Crank, the arm of the Crank
being connected to an Angle Bracket and
lock-nutted.

Novelty in Gear-Box Design
The illustrations on this page show a

new type of gear-box using a suggestion
sent by Mr. C, J .  Turpin, Luton. The
designer incorporated this arrangement in

Fig. 1. A model gear-box based on a suggestion sent by C. J.
Turpin, Luton.

a model lathe for the purpose of varying
the ratio of the running speeds between
the mandrel and the leadscrew.

Two Flat Trunnions form the Ix arings
for three x J" Pinion wheels, which are
constantly in mesh with each other, and
which make up a form of selector gear.
The x | * Pinion 5 is locked to the
1 Axle Rod 2, which slides freely
in the vertical Angle Girders.
The centre | *  x J'  Pinion is sup-
ported by a 1 Axle Rod 3, which
is passed through the middle holes
of the Fiat Trunnions and held in
position by Collars. The third Pinion
6 is fitted in a similar manner, using
the holes at  the tapered ends of the
Trunnions as bearings. This selector
unit can be moved longitudinally so
that Pinion 6 can engage any one
of four gears mounted on a 6
Axle Rod.

The selector is moved by means
of a gear-lever mechanism 4. Two
3 | "  Strips spaced by Double Brackets
are pivoted on a 6 | *  Axle Rod, which
passes through their third holes.

A second suggestion from Mr. Webb
is shown in Fig. 4. In  this construction

Fig. 2. Another view of the Turpin gear-box.
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A Practical Meccano Coil Winder
The bottom illustration on this page

shows a useful coil winder that is in
prac t ica l
daily use
in r ad io
r epa i r
work  a t
a r ad io
se rv i ce
depot in
Yorkshire.
I t  was
des igned
and con-
s t ruc t ed
by Mr. R
Young ,
Wise
Radio Depot, Filey. The machine is made
of standard Meccano parts with the
exception of the electric driving motor,
and is fitted with automatic counters that
record the number of turns wound.

The feed rate of the winding guide for
the wire is adjustable to suit the particular
gauge of wire in use. For this purpose a
gauge indicator is provided, and when this
is set in the appropriate position it ensures
that  the feed rate is suitable. The drive is
obtained through a friction type variable
speed mechanism.

A tapped mains resistor is used in series
with the motor to  adjust the driving power.

Double Angle Strips are bolted
across the centres of two Bush Wheels.
Two 5 Strips are bolted to the ends of
these Strips and lock-nuts are fitted so
that they are free to rotate about the
Double Angle Strips. The two Strips
are held apart by a 1 x J* Double Angle
Strip 2 bolted to their middle holes.

The track bar is a 5J* Strip, each end
of which is attached to an Angie Bracket 3
by lock-nutted bolts 4 that act as pivots.
An Obtuse Angle Bracket 5 is bolted to
the tracking bar and its slotted hole is
attached to the end of a Crank so that
it may rotate freely. An Axle Rod is

l ocked
in  t he
boss
of  t he
Cr -an  k
and  i s
sup -
po r t ed
in  an
Obtuse
Ang le
Bracket
a t  one
side and

Fig. 4. Another of P. E. Webb’s
steering mechanisms.

Fig. 3. A simple steering gear designed -r r « «
by P. E. Webb, Cambcrlev. 1 r U n -mon at

the other. The constructional details may
be varied to suit the parts available.

consolation prizes and Certificates of Merit.
Competitors who would like to have their photo-

graphs or drawings returned to them after the entries
have been judged should enclose a stamped addressed
envelope for that purpose. Photographs or drawings
of prize-winning entries will not be returned.

“Autumn” Model-Building
Contest

During the long autumn and winter evenings
Meccano becomes even more exciting. Meccano boys
then settle down to work in real earnest, looking
round for "new worlds to conquer,” and that is one
reason why 1 expect a bumper entry in this month’s
special model-building competition. Another reason
is that models may represent any desired subject and
may be constructed from any size of Outfit or number
of parts.

Readers of any age living in the British Isles or
Overseas can take part in this competition, and Jadvise all who enter to try to incorporate in their
models some ingenious use for a Meccano part or
some novel movement. Models displaying originality
of this kind, no matter how simple they may be, will
stand the best chances of winning the prizes,

When the model is complete a photograph of it
should be prepared, but if this is not possible a good
sketch will do. The competitor’s age, name and
address should be written on the back of the illus-
tration, and it should be sent, together with a brief
description of the model, to "/lutowM ModeLbutldmg
Competition, Meccano Ltd., Hinns Road, Liverpool 13."
That is all there is to do, but it should be noted that
every model submitted must be the competitor's own
work. The closing date in the Home Section is 31st
December, but the Overseas Section will remain
open until 30th April, 1947.

The following prizes will be awarded for the most
interesting and well-built models submitted: First,
Cheque for £2/2/-. Second, Cheque for £1/1/-.
Third, Cheque for 10/6. There will also be a number of

Fig. 5. The fine coil winder described on this page.
It k In practical use at a radio repair depot.
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New Meccano Models
Inval id Cha i r -Motor  Chassis

attached to the 3 fx2 f  Flanged Plate
that forms the footboard. The third
holes from the lower ends of these 5 J*
Strips form the journals for the 5 A* Axle
Rod, which is fitted with two 3* Pulley
Wheels. The other ends of the 5|* Strips

OUR two new models this month are
both of the mechanical type. One

of them is a mechanically propelled invalid
chair and is shown in Figs. 1 and 2. and
the other is a simple motor chassis/ which
is shown in Figs. 3 and 4.

The model invalid chair is
begun at the footboard, which
is a 3 i*x2 f  Flanged Plate. A
Flat Trunnion is bolted to one
side of the Plate and is used to
support the steering column.
The sides of the Plate are bolted
to 3* Strips overlapped two
holes; the bolt used for the
second hole also supports one
side of the Double Bent Strip,
making a pivot for the actuating
levers.

The front plate is a 5 |*x2J*
bent Flexible Plate attached to
the Flat Trunnion by an Angle
Bracket. The ends of the
Flexible Plate are bent slightly
as shown. The nose of the
Trunnion carries a 5 J* Axle
Rod 2, which is fitted with a large Fork
Piece that carries two 2 A" Curved Strips
to form the front forks. The Rod 2 is
supported at the upper edge of the Flexible
Plate by a Handrail Support 3 so that
it swivels freely.

The steering handle is made up from a
Bush Wheel carrying a 2|* Axle Rod in
two Handrail Supports. Two 5 |*  Strips
are bolted to the ends of the 3* Strips

Fig. 1. A mechanically propelled invalid chair.

are bolted to a 3Vx2U Flanged Plate
supporting two overlapping 2J*x H*
Flexible Plates. Below these is a 3J*x2|*
Flanged Plate that forms the back of the
tricycle. To each side of the Flanged
Plate 3" Strips 4 are attached, and these
carry 3* Angle Girders that form the arms.

The upright supports for the seat arc
3U Strips bolted a t  one end to the 3*
Strips that form part of the arms, and at

the other end to the 3* Strips on
the footboard. The actuating
levers are made from 5 A" Strips
lock-nutted at their middle holes
to 3* Strips, which arc held by
Collars on Threaded Pins fixed
in the Pulley Wheels. The other
ends of the actuating levers are
pivotally connected to the Double
Bent Strips at the sides of the
footboard. Threaded Pins are
attached to the top of the levers
to form handles.

Parts required for model Invalid Tri-
cycle: 4 of No. 2; 2 of No. 3; 6 of No. 4;
2 of No. 9c; 1 of No. 12; 2 of No. 15;
1 of No. 16a; 2 of No. 19b; 1 of No. 24;
34 of No. 37; 6 of No. 37ap; 2 of No. 48b;
3 of No. 53; 3 of No. 59: 2 of No. 90;
4 of No. 1)5; 1 of No. 116; 3 of No. 136;
2 of No. 188; 2 of No. 192.

In constructing the motorFig. 2. An underneath view of the invalid chair.
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supports the column
and is attached to the
3 |*  Strip spacing the
side girders. A 3 | *x
2j*  Flanged P la te
represents the front of
the cab and is attached
to the Angle Girders
by the and 3J*
Strips as shown in
Fig. 3. A Trunnion is
attached to the top
of the Flanged Plate
and provides support
for the top of the
steering column.

The rear springs are
supported at each end

by Corner Angle Brackets attached to the
chassis by Curved Strips that overlap
the Angle Girders two holes. A Axle
Rod is used for the rear axle.

The No. 1 Meccano Clockwork Motor
is bolted to the left-hand side of the
chassis and the right-hand side is joined
by a Fishplate. A 1 J" diam. Contrate
Wheel 12 takes the drive to the rear axle,
and engages a 4" diam. Pinion that
transmits the motion from a 5 J* Rod 14.

The drive is taken from the Motor by a A*
diam. Pinion, which meshes with a l |*diam.
Contratc Wheel 13 on the driving shaft.

Parts required for model Motor Chassis; 2 of Nu. 8;
5 of No. 9a; 7 of No. 9b; 2 of No. 9c; 6 of No. 9d;
1 of No. 10; 2 of No. 11; 5 of No. 12; 2 of No. 12 .,
2 of No. 12b; 4 of No. J 2c; 2 of No. 14; I of No. 15;
2 of No. 17; 1 of No. 13b; 4 of No. 20a; 2 of No. 2b;
2 of No. 28; 85  of No. 37; 4 of No. 37bf; 40 of No. 38;
1 of No. 48d; 1 of No. 51; J of No. 53; 8 of No. 59;
1 of No, 62; 1 of No. 63; 10 of No. 90; 1 of No. 11 lc;
2 of No. 116a; I of No. 124; 1 of No. 126; 2 of No. 133;
4 of No. 136; 4 of No. 1 42a; 2 of No, 154a; 2 of No. 1541,
I of No. 185; 1 No. 1 Clockwork Motor.

No. 1 Clockwork Motor.Fig. 3. A simple motor chassis driven by a Meccano

chassis, it is best to start with the side
members, which are two 12|* Angle
Girders, spaced a t  their rear ends by a
compound girder consisting of two 3*
Angle Girders. The side members are
then connected by a 3j* Strip 3. The
front of the chassis is extended on each
side bj' two 2|* Curved Strips, which
overlap three holes. The front ends of
the Curved Strips are spaced by Double
Angle Brackets supporting a
Double Angle Strip that represents a
bumper, and also an obtuse Angle Bracket
that holds one end of the front springs.
At the other end the springs are attached
by a Corner Angle Bracket 4 to the 2|*
Curved Strips, which are bolted to the side
members and overlap two holes.

Each of the four springs on the chassis
Consists of 4 J*, 3J* and 2 |*  Strips. The
front stub axles are attached to the
springs by Handrail Couplings 5 (Fig. 4),
pivoted by a Bolt that is spaced with
three Washers and locks
the two 1* Axle Rods 6
in position. These Rods
carry another Handrail
Coupling 7, which is con-
nected to a small Fork
Piece 8.

A 2* Axle Rod forms
the tracking bar 9 that
links the two front wheels,
and is held in the bosses
of the Fork Pieces. The
right-hand Fork Piece
carries a f* Bolt 10, which
passes through the slot in
a Crank and holds one end
<4 the tracking rod. The
boss of the Crank holds
a 6A " Axle Rod used as a
steering column. A 1|*X

Angle Bracket also Fig. 4. The motor chassis seen from below.
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Club and Branch News
WITH THE  SECRETARY

A DISPLAY OF WORK—
The end of the month or the beginning of December

provide the best times for a Club or Branch Ex-
hibition, Officials of established Clubs know this
well, and no doubt have everything in train, but  in
new Clubs, and in those that  have recently started
Up again, matters should be taken in hand straight-
away. I t  may be tha t  as yet their resources are a
little meagre, and that  a large and imposing display
is impossible, but they should
not be discouraged by this.
Enterprise and courage in plan-
ning something to show what
good times members enjoy will
bring i t s  reward in recruits and
in the interest of grown-up
people who can be very useful.
So where this has not been done,
preparations for a display of
some kind just before or  dur  mg
the Christinas season should be
begun now,

— AND FUN AND GAMES
Another Christmas event that

Officials must keep in mind is
a Social. It does everyone
good to spend a happy time
playing games in a room decor-
ated at least sufficiently to
testify to the gaiety of the
occasion. Refreshments of course
must be provided!

Such a social could be kept for
members only, but where there
is plenty of room there is no
reason why they should not be
encouraged to  bring friends,
especially those who have shown
some interest in the Club and are possible recruits
of value. Fun  and games go a long way towards
making a Club, and occasional meetings of this
kind provide an admirable change from more serious
and strenuous efforts.

PROPOSED CLUBS
FARNBOROUGH — D. B. Eels, 99, Rectory Road,

Farnborough, Hants,
LONDON— Mr. E .  F,  Lane, 30, Guildford Road,

Walthamstow, EJ7 .
TORQUAY —Mr. Leslie Folkard, 13, Shipley Park

Road, Torquay.
STROM NESS— Mr. D.  S, Porteous, Hopedale, Strom-

ness. Orkney,
DAkWKN — Mr. G. W.  Morris, 133, Duckworth Street,

Darwen.
RICKMANSWORTH — Mr, B. Davis, 291, Uxbridge Road,

Mill End,  Rickmansworth,
GxiMSBY— D. McLean, 10, Princes Avenue, Grimsby.
STOKE N'EWiNGTON — F.  Harold, 3S, Bethnal Green

Road, Stoke Newington, London N.16.
CHELTENHAM — D.  Vanderplank, 3S1, High Street,

Cheltenham,
HAVERHILL — H.  W.  Herbert, Railway Station House,

Haverhill, Suffolk.
Otv  ttsroN —C. Stephens, 2, Council House, Olveston,

Nr. Bristol,
GALLINGTON — B. Pascoe, 5, Chantry Park, Calling ton,

Cornwall.
RoMiLEY — M. Begley, " Fairhaven," Greavc, Romiley,

Ches,

Members of the Maastricht {Holland i MX., Leader Mr. F .  L, Bingen,
enjoying camp life in the woods of South Limburg. This camping holiday
extended over a week. The Club was affiliated with the Guild in 1933
under Mr. Bingen's leadership and its career has only been interrupted

during the war years.

A Model Aeroplane Section also has been formed, the
members of which Hy rubber motored models and
gliders. Club roll: 12. Secretary: P.  E.  Luff, 103,
Woodville Road, Boston, Uncs.

SOUTH AFRICA
MALVERN (JOHANNESBURG) M.C.—The Junior

Section is being built up steadily, A special Mixed
Night has been arranged in preparation for the
Epworth Homes Christmas Party, with stalls, a
beetle drive and a dance. At an Open Night special
Lectures and a Film Show were provided. Club roll: 23.
Stfcrrfary/ D.  Eblen, P.O, Box 8, Cleveland, Johannes-
burg, South Africa.

BRANCH NEWS
BRISTOL RAILWAY CIRCLE (JUNIOR SECTION) — A

Gauge 0 Layout is under construction, and operations
will soon begin. Talks on construction and running
have been given by Mr. J .  T. Fraser, Track Steward,
with demonstrations. Practical tests are given to
ail members before they take part in operations.
Other events have included a Talk on transport in
India and with the B.A.O.R., by  Mr. G, H.  Soole,
and a Visit to the Gauge 0 Garden Railway of Mr.
F .  B. Weeks a t  Cheddar. Secretary: R. F. Bigg,
76, Pen Park Road, Southmead, Bristol,

CRAiGWLiL— New train services for" passengers and
goods are tried out  regularly on the Branch track, which
also undergoes steady improvement. Cycle Runs also
are enjoyed. Secretary: J .  S.  Evans, Two Orchard,
Aid wick Bay, Bog nor Regis, Sussex.

CLUB NOTES
PLYMOUTH M.C. — A new section has been formed

for making models from plastic material. I t  is worked
in alliance with the Woodwork Section. Mr. Soper
kindly demonstrated a model steam engine a t  one
meeting. A Parents' Night and an Exhibition art
included in the programme. Club roll: 42. SrtMary
D. M. Cundy, 1U, Whitefield Terrace, Upson. Plymouth

BOSTON M.C.—Good attendances continue. Model -
building, Hornby Train operation, Chess, Bagatelle
and other games continue to fonn the chief activities.
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Kenview Model Railway in its New Home
By H. F, Howson

AfOST reader* will have heard of the Ken view
Model Railway. This fine miniature railway

•'ame into existence in 1929 and was first opened
to the public in November 1932 at East Finchley.

track, thus obviating overloading. Rheostat control
enables the operators to regulate the speed of trains.

The layout is arranged to provide for alternative
routing and direction, and when a good service is

running, fast trains can move in each
direction simultaneously, in addition
to suburban trains. On the outer line is
the Underground, emerging from deep-
level halfway round the oval, and passing
through a rising tunnel to emerge and
cross all lines by a beautifully built
fly-over bridge before plunging into
deep-level again. At a halfway point in
deep-level is a replica Underground
station, whose outer glass wall enables
spectators to watch the arrival and
departure of trains.

There are six engines in good order,
meaning that for five years and more
these have been kept running, entailing
the almost complete rebuilding of some.
One engine that ran at Finchley covered
over 1,200 miles, and is still running,
though not on this track. Among th**
engines arc one 4 6-2 I..N.E.R. Pacific,
one 4-4-0 Southern L.I. There are also
an 8-coach Southern Victoria- to- Brighton
electric train, two three-car Northern
and District Line Underground trains,
and one three-coach Southern suburban
train. Most of it is Hornby-Dublo stock.

The railway proposes to extend its
running system to include a small fleet

of buses. Like the railway now in operation, these
will lie remotely controlled from a centre panel,
and will be able to pull into the kerb or avoid a
stationary vehicle.

At the moment of writing, one prototype bus has
been constructed and successfully tested, and is
worth a brief description. It is electrically driven by
an 00 motor through reducing gears. Current is
picked up by collecting shoes from either a sunken
(almost invisible) rail or a line of traffic-lane studs
on the roadway surface. The front bus wheels turn
freely on king-pins, while to a connecting bar a
small inverted U-shaped piece of metal is fixed.
This slides along the continuous sunken rail so that
the front wh<*els are turned in whichever direction

A scene on the Kenview Model Railway showing the main tunnels
with scenic features above, and part of a hew roadway.

the guide rail runs.

Since that time more than 350,000 people have seen
it and it has been filmed three times. A small charge

made tor admission, and the proceeds go mainly
to the Hornsey Central Hospital and the Railway
Benevolent Fund. Every reader of the “A/.Af "
who is able to do so should pay it a visit in its new
quarters at 27, Broadway Parade, Crouch End,
London N.8.

The track of the Kenview Railway, of which there
is some 750 ft., is arranged in an elongated oval and
raised about 4 ft. above the floor. The gauge is 00,
and is all electric, 12 volts being supplied through two
banks of six accumulators each, charged from the
mains circuit.

There are five tracks—two main line, two suburban
and one Underground. A large
panel faces the maze of
points where stock can be
moved from the sidings on
to and across every line to
the outer Underground track.
Clever colour-light systems
work with the electrically-
operated points, so that
when a points lever is thrown
a green light indicates that
the selectors are working,
and a buzzer warning also
sounds. A red light indicates
the points motors operating,
and when the lever is fully
throwm and the points arc
home, both lights go out.
It is intended to instal
colour-light signalling at a
later date, which will mean
insulating one running rail
from the other. Also in the
control panel is a system
of resistances which operate
if too much traffic is moving
on certain sections of the

and elaborate control

A section of the main line with the control panel at the lineside. Pomls-operaiing
levers and rheostat speed controls are shown.
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A G.N.R. (Ireland) Exhibition Layout
AVI  TH characteristic enterprise the Great Northern
’ ’ Railway (Ireland) recently made use of a miniature

railway layout to illustrate some of its stock, equip-
ment and typical services. This Gauge 0 layout
formed part of the company’s exhibit in the Industrial
and Engineering section at the Royal Dublin Society’s

through the space under the desk forming part ol
the stand structure. Actual scenery could scarcely
be provided on a temporary railway of this character
but the “real" atmosphere of the line was helped by
the display on the inner side of the track of larg**
landscape views showing places served by the G.N R

The trains that worked
the traffic continuously
during the five days of
the Show were loaned for
the purpose by Mr. C. 1-
Fry, D undrum, a well
known Irish mode! en-
gineer, who has made a
special study of the
development of rail trans-
port in Northern Ireland
and in Eire. The stock
shown in fact belongs to
his own remarkable minia
tu re  ra i lway sys t em
Correct model rolling stock
was assembled to fond the
G.N.R. "Hundoran Ex-

press/* complete with nameboards, as shown on
the typical clerestory-roofed brake van in the
illustration at the foot of this page. Similarly a
nine-coach “Dublin-Belfast” express train consisted
of the latest corridor stock with kitchen and dining cars.

The engines used, resplendent in the bright blue

Models of a curious tank engine and coach of the Dublin and Drogheda Railway.
The photographs on Ibis page are by courtesy of Mr. C. L. Fry, builder of the models.
Horse Show at Dublin. The following details, re-
produced by courtesy of the Great Northern Railway
(Ireland), will no doubt be of interest to "A/. AZ."
readers.

The layout, which was electrically operated, con-
sisted of a double track main line laid wilh Hornby
Steel Track and
a r r ange  <1 a s  a
continuous oval
ballasted through-
out. On one side
of the layopt was
incl tided a replica
of the centre span
of the Boyne Via-
duct at Drogheda.
Over this section
Single line working
at reduced speed
was introduced, Ais
in actual practice,
and a system of
automatic control
of s i gna l s  and
points was in-
stalled in order to
prevent any collision between the up ami the down
trains. In this connection too an additional refine-
ment was the reproduction of the wanting “buzzer"
that reminds drivers when they are approaching the
real viaduct. On the model the distant signals were
equipped with this device placed near the regulation
” Reduce Speed” warning boards.

On the opposite side of the layout to the viaduct
set tion a tunnel was provided by carrying the tracks

G.N.R, (Ireland) 4-4-0 No. 83 ’'Eagle" in model form. The engine is complete in detail,
even down to sand pipes and brake gear.

livery that normally distinguishes the principal express
engines of the G.N.R., were respectively models of the
large 4-4-0 compound No. 83 “Eagle” and of the
4-4-0 No. 170 “Errigal.”

Various other models, both ancient ami modern,
were shown as stationary exhibits. Two of these are
the diminutive 2-2-2 of the Dublin and Drogheda
Railway of 1802 and a contemporary passenger vehicle.
These appear in our top illustration.

A typical clerestory-roofed brake van of lhe G.N.R. (Ireland). Note the name board, tail lamp and other details.
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Tank Engines on Hornby Layouts
makes it extremely useful for duties where
there is much shunting or reversing to be
done. For passenger working rather
more important duties can be entrusted
to the No. 1 Special Tank. Outer suburban
trains making a few stops only on either
their up or down journeys can be made
up of bogie stock such as the Hornby
No. 2 coaches, and their appearance will
be in keeping with the relatively massive
looks of the engine.

When working through coaches, tank
engines sometimes carry "express" head-
lamps. This is the situation illustrated.

The bigger tank engines of full size

HORNBY Tank Locomotives have
always been popular with model

railway operators. Tank engines have
many advantages in actual practice, and
they are particularly useful in miniature.
They do not take up so much space as
tender engines, so that they fit in well
with the restricted sidings and platform
lengths that the model railway engineer
is so often forced to adopt. Another point
in their favour is that they can run equally
well in either direction, so that the layout
can be simplified on this account. For
purely local working the smaller 4- wheeled
tanks such as the M3 and the No. 1 types
are ideal. They will
handle quite a respect-
able load, and when
they are set to haul a
passenger train made up
of Hornby  No. 1
Coaches the appearance
of the complete train
is quite pleasing and
realistic.

With this type of
stock we can reproduce
the characteristics of the
more or less intensive
working that is found in
the “inner suburban"
areas of most large
cities. In such working,
it is usual, especially in
miniature, not to run
the engine round its
train on arrival, but to
make use of another engine for the return
journey, This fresh engine can stand in
an engine siding until the train arrives in
charge of the first engine. We are all
familiar with the sight of several tank
engines waiting outside a big station for
their next job. The waiting or ’'turnover"
locomotive backs on to the other end of
the train and is then ready for departure.
A series of train and engine operations
on these lines can be quite interesting,
and with the working of signals and points
that is necessary the whole scheme can
take on much of the bustling atmosphere
that is typical of real practice.

The No. 1 Special type of tank is still
a four-wheeler, but is a bigger and more
powerful engine than those so far referred
to. An important distinction on electric
systems is that the El  20 Special Tank has
automatic reversing mechanism, which

A through coach from a miniature G.W.R. express being hauled by a Hornby
E120 Special Tank Locomotive.

railways are represented by the Hornby
4-4-2 No. 2 Special Tank and the corres-
ponding electric models. These capable
engines are ideal for heavy duties, and
can deal very well with passenger or
freight traffic on a miniature system.
Longer distance outer suburban or even
main line stopping turns of considerable
length can be handled as in actual practice.
On certain lines even, such as the Tilbury
section of the L.M.S., tanks deal with
virtually express services, and this type
of work is very fascinating to follow up
in miniature. Special and unusual duties
sometimes fall to the lot of tank engines
such as the Pullman and other "Race
Specials" operated by the S.R. We can
make our Hornby Tanks do similar work
in miniature and an occasional Hornby
"Pullman Special” headed by a No. 2
Special Tank looks very realistic.
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BURMA PACKER TY FREE!
Contains this LARGE BURMA VICTORY (illustrated Also AUSTRALIA
Peace, Scarce NEW ZEALAND 1918 VICTORY. S. Africa Midgets, Large
TANGANYIKA Pictorial, WAR T IME Holland, etc. ALL FREE!  Jus :
send 3d. for postage and lists, and request my Bargain Discount Approvals
which will SURPRISE you. Fine Sets also available FREE.

Q. L .  WRIGHT,  DEPT.  B.M., 29, Palace Street, CANTERBURY, Kent

GRAND DISCOUNT APPROVALS!
These are REAL collector’s approvals, with picked modern and new issues, obsolete and current G.VI,
Coronations, etc., sent post free on request. General selections of Br. Colonials or Ur. Cols, and Foreign
available. ld.-6d. per stamp or higher if required. Sets included. “Wants" lists for single stamps
welcomed. We never send again unless vou ask, so, for immediate and persona! service, write NOW to

Postal Business On ly  JHE BIRKDALI STAMP CO.JP.T.S.)—--------------------------------L 104, LIVERPOOL ROAD, SOUTHPORT, Lancs.

6 EUROPEAN WAR
ISSUES FREE

to all applicants for
our famous approval
sheets enclosing 3d.
to cover postage

APPLY-
ERRINGTON & MARTIN
Dept. 431,  South Hackney, London E.9

Send 2 jd .  postage for
this obsolete scamp

of
HITLER

Limi ted  Supply and  only
one to  each applicant .

G.  KEEF
Willingdon, EASTBOURNE

EnEE WORTH WHILE  OFFER ED EEr r i .CC  choose your own f ree  g i f t  r l \C£
Send 2 ]d .  scamp for postage,  ask to  see a select ion of
my WORTH WHILE  approva l s  and  have  the FIRST
SHILLING’S  WORTH FREE.  Old cl ients  please apply
JOS. H .  GAZEJO.  P IMLCO RD.,  CLITHEROE, Lancs.

APPROVAL BOOKS
containing low and medium priced Colonial and
Foreign stamps still sent to applicants. Good discount
and a list of 90 FREE GIFTS varying in value
according to money sent for pur* bases. These gifts
>au be chosen b\ you from this list which contains
King George VI, Jubilees, Free French, ALL the

Coronation Sets Mint, etc., 3d. stamp please.
C. A. RUSH, 38, Queen's Avenue, Whetstone, London N.20

— BARNET & FORD —
THE STAMP SHOP

Sb .  H IGH STREET,  CONWAY,  N .  WALES
CHINA.  4 min t  ATOM BOMB o/p. 4/-

SYRIA.  5 NEW DESIGNS m.  8d .
FRANCE. 1946 Paris Peace Conference mint  pair 1/-
N/Z.  1946 Heal ths  in pairs mint 6d . .  f .u ,  8d . ,
______________________F.D.C.  I / -______________________

THE VATICAN AND
MUSSOLINI PACKET FREE!

"MERCURY MAJOR"
D Serious Mecium Collectors will
lx* eager to see this tine new series
of British Colonial Approvals,
ranging from Q.V. “Classics" to
K.G.VI Pictorials. 1 be usual fine
“Mercury" quality’ 0 Please send
3d. for postage arid list, and ask
for “Mercury Major"  Approvals,

stating your needs.
Philip J .  Dyke P.T.S. , 35, Buckleigh Ave., London S.W.20

NEW ZEALAND 1946 HEALTH STAMPS
Thi s  year  these  eve r  popular  s tamps will show a
Soldier  in  Bartiedress  helping  a Ch i ld  ove ra  St i le .
To in t roduce our  Approva l  Service to now
customers wo o f fe r  the  comple te  sot:

Mint  a t  4d. ,  used  a t  6d . ,  blocks p rora ta ,
postage  2 id .  ex t ra ,  t o  approva l  appl icants

VFrire tor Capt. M .  CAMPBELL & CO. (Dept.  MM) .
58 ,  H IGH STREET, WATFORD,  HERTS.

This wonderful packet
of good stamps depicts
the late finer on horse-
back: another a portrait
of ex -King Emmanuel.
U.S.A. and  Bri t ish
Colonials.  Bohemia,
ove rp r in t ed  mint
issues, and a fine
Vatican stamp of

especial interest to Catholic collectors. A fine 100 year
old G.B., and a pictorial Free French stamp. Just  enclose
3d. postage and request our famous approval sheets.

LISBURN & TOWNSEND LTD. (MM)
41, NORTON STREET, LIVERPOOL 3

(Stamp Collections purchased for Cash)
For ether Stamp AdurtBemenri see also pages 476 and vii.
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that will be duplicated
in this way, however,
and as sets cost less
than the stamps them-
selves when bought
separately there is no
real toss. The duplicates
can  be  kep t  fo r
"swopping.11

While building up a
general collection in this
way the stamp enthusiast
learns the ropes of his
hobby, but he is almost
certain to take increasing
interest in the stamps
of certain countries or
in those illustrating some

particular subject, and he will begin to specialise
in these. He may even have ideas of this kind from
the outset, and this is not a bad thing, for i t  is as
well to know where one is going at the beginning of
a journey.

This brings me to an alternative to the packet
method of starting to collect stamps. This is to
decide on what is wanted, perhaps after a talk with
an experienced collector, and then to keep a lookout
for sets that will meet requirements. For instance,
it may be that the interest of a collector is aroused
by British Empire issues. This is a very wide field,
with a wealth of attractive stamps in it, and a
collector who
confines him-
self to i t  will
find that he
can build up
a very fine
co l l ec t i on
that is more
than likely to
inc rease
steadily in
value. I do
not wish to
s t r e s s  t he
money, side
of s t amp
collecting; it is the pleasure and interest of the hobby
that should guide the collector, but it is very
consoling to know that the value of what is being
collected is being maintained and is perhaps in-
creasing, Romantic stories of discoveries of rare
stamps bringing in fortunes are all very interesting,
but examples are rare, and the general collector is
ijot likely to Acquire a fortune, or even a respectably
large sum of money, in that way.

It will probably be found that, even with the aid of
the sets that dealers advertise, a collector will still

Stamp Collecting
First Steps in a Great Hobby

By F. Riley, B.Sc.
ATANY of us have turned to stamp collecting to satisfy

the collecting instinct that all real boys seem to
possess. Others have been guided to i t  by kindly
parents, relatives or friends who have hit upon the
bright idea of giving stamps for a birthday gift or
Christinas present. Before the war an album in

which t o
mount the
s t amps
very often
a c c o m -
p a n i e d
such  a
p re sen t ,
t oge the r
wi th  a
packet of
s t amp
h inges .
We have
no t  ye t
r e  t u r n  ed

to the lavishness of those days, but the position is
certainly improving as far as albums are concerned.

Whatever form the actual start may have taken,
the bobby is one that becomes niofe and more
absorbing as the fun hunting for more stamps
crows. One way of adding to a collection is to gel
stamps from friends or relatives who work in offices
where correspondence from overseas is received
regularly, but these sources will not take the collector
very far, and he then must turn to the dealers.
Most of these prepare packets of say 250, 500 or
1 ,000 ' stamps, and newcomers to stamp collecting
are usually advised to begin with one of these. The
rost of a packet is considerably less than would have
to be paid for the stamps themselves if bought
separately, and another point to bear in mind is that
a packet containing say 1,000 stamps necessarily
costs more
than twice as
much as one
con ta i  n hig
say  500
stamps, (or
the  simple
reason that
t he  l a rger
packet must
con ta in  a
proportion of
the rarer and
more highly
p r i ced
stamps.

The beginner will have a very enjoyable time
examining the stamps in bis packet one by one and
arranging them. Soon he will realise that there are
gaps in his collection that cannot be filled by buying
another packet, for the chance of finding in i t  the
stamps that are wanted is necessarily very small.
To meet the collector’s requirements at this stage
dealers offer sets of various kinds, advertising them
;n stamp periodicals and in magazines that give
attention to the stamp collecting hobby. As an
example of the use to be made of these sets, it may
be found by one collector that some particular
country is poorly represented in his collection. He
then finds that certain dealers offer what are called
long sets of that country, and fills up the blanks
by purchasing one of these. I t  may be that such a
set contains a few of the stamps already in the col-
lection. It is almost certainly the lower priced stamps

have gaps in certain portions of his collection, and
he must then try another service provided by dealers.
They are usually prepared to send out approval
books, in which are selected stamps, each marked
with its price, so that their clients can take out any
they choose. Those who take advantage of this
method should tell their dealers which stamps they
are interested in, giving him the names of countries
or the subjects of design, to avoid the sending of

approval books contain-
ing stamps that are of
no use to the applicant.
Those who receive ap-
provals from dealers
should be careful to
look through the books
immediately and to re-
turn them, with a
postal order to cover
the cost of any stamps
removed, at the earliest
possible moment. The
remaining stamps must
not be moved from their
positions.
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PEACE STAMP FREE!
You’can get from us ABSOLUTELY FREE the lovely new issue

"Peace Commemorative stamp of GIBRALTAR, which shows the
Houses of Parliament London, and the River Thames, This
attractive and historic s tamp is dated Sth June, 1946, which
was Victory Day, Same design as illustrated. This stamp is
jfolng to be valuable. Get i t  naw while you can; it  is obtainable
from us ABSOLUTELY FREE,  Just  ask for th<Gibraltar Peace
Stamp Free, and an approval selection, while 3d, in stamps
must also be sent, for postage.

WINDSOR STAMP CO.  (Dept .  M i ,  UCKFiELD, SUSSEX

MINT CORONATIONS. Basuto, Br. Guiana, Dominica t
Gambia, Mauritius or  Turks Is, 1 / -  per set each. Post
2 jd .  Sent Wants.— B. Purcell, 2*, Green Lane,

Amersham, Bucks.

N.Z. VICTORY STAMPS
A fine unused set of New Zealand Victory stamps showing ■
Lake Mathieson, King Geo. VI and Parliament, and St.
Paul’s Cathedral with the Union Jack  in the background, '
a quotation from one of Mr. ChurchiiLs great Battle of
Britain speeches, and the V sign, designs truly symbolising
the sources of Peace, Strength, and Victory, sent free to

all applicants for approvals enclosing 2Jd. postage.

R. D.  HARRISON, ROYDON, WARE
HALF PRICE APPROVALS
We are offering until further  notice special books of
GREAT BRITAIN and BRITISH COLONIALS

including CORONATIONS
at 50% DISCOUNT

Minimum purchase, 10/- worth for 5/- net
Send stamp for trial selection.

SAUNDERS & CO., 8, Hawthorne Ave., KENTON, Mdx.

WHILE STOCKS LAST!!
Complete 49 Sets PEACE Crown Colonials and  States
(ICO stamps) and  SPECIAL PRESENTATION
VICTORY AND PEACE COMMEMORATIVE
STAMP ALBUM 10" x 8' —exact stamp sire spares and
values above—coloured card covers for the  entire 168
mmp  collection, 27/6 only (or 5—5/- stamp lots and  3/-
extra postage )* Only  readers who  booked orders  from
past advertisements can obtain the Album for 2/6.
The Western Imperial Stamp Co.. Trowbridge, Wilts.

App l ican ts  for my Famous Approva ls
are presented with 25 Stamps, including Falkland Is,,
Fiji, Basutoland, St.  Helena, Nyasaland; GOLD COAST,
etc* 1 have a large stock of British Colonials from Id.

upwards, also cheap sets, mint and used.
WITHOUT APPROVALS the 25 STAMPS 9d .

S. H .  FLEMING
NEWHAVEN,  GLYN AVENUE,  COLWYN BAY

Mint Used
A UST R A LI A , MITCHE LL CENT, . . 1/11 2/-
DOMINICA, K.G.VI, {d .  3d., set of 7 - 1/10
N. ZEALAND 1942 Health . .  . .  — 1 /9
N. ZEALAND W46 Health . . 7d. 8d.
NYASA LA ND K.G.V1 1938-42, Jd. 1 / -

set of 9 . . , , . . . . . . — 8/9
SEYCHELLES K.G.VI, 2< -18c., set of 6 — 1/9
Postage extra. Want lists filled. Bulletin J/~ per annum.

Approvals on request. Please state interests.
IVAN GRAY & CO., 76, University Avenue, Belfast

THE FIRST STAMP EVER ISSUED
(British 1840 Penny Black) for P.O. 7/9! I t  is guaranteed
genuine in every respect. (Better-grade copies also
available at  10/6, 15/6 and 20/- respectively). Its com-
panion stamp ¢1840 2d. blue) nice used a t  13/9 (better
grade a t  18/6, 27/6 and 35/- respectively). Other
"Classics" which every collector should have are the
CAPE OF GOOD HOPE TRIANGULARS; we offer id .
rose (cat. 60/-) a t  22/6; Id.  brown-red (cat. 70/-) a t
25/-; 4d. blue (cat. 30/-) a t  1 1/6; 6d. pale lilac (cat. 65 - i
a t  25/-; I / -  yellow-green (cat. £6) a t  40/-; 1 / -  deep
dark green (cat, /6) a t  47/6; and 1 / -  emerald-green

(cat. £9) a t  60/-.
SUPERB APPROVALS (general, or  by countries for
really serious collectors and specialists) against approved

English references or  a deposit.
CURRENT PRICE LIST 1D .  POST FREE,

NORRIS A CO. Dept. MM)
21, AUCKLAND ROAD, NORWOOD, LONDON S.E.19

(Recently of SOMERCOTES, DERBY, but now
returned to pre-war London address).

OUR OWN STAMPS
When you collect KG VI stamps you have the satis-

faction of knowing that your investment is safe. Our
stock is the most comprehensible. We cater for beginners

and advanced- Price list 2/- a year.

THE COMMONWEALTH STAMP CO.
7 ,  LEATHER LANE,  LIVERPOOL 2

FREE—  STAMPS CATALOGUED 5/-
to applicants for id .  approvals.

COX, 17, STONELEIGH PARK ROAD, EWELL

S.G, S IMPLIFIED Catalogue Number;
Mint  marked *

Postage Extra. S.A.E. Appreciated
1d. ea.: *53, 86, 182, 182A, 183, 184, 184A, 200, 2 i s .
220, 227, 228, 256, 257, 258, 259, 260, 261, 262, 263,
264 , 266, 268, 389, 39V, 391, 393, 410, 4!  1, 412, 460,
461, 462. 463, 463A, 503, 504, 505, 506, 508, 509,
536, 538, 539, 540, 547, 548, 549, 550, 60S, 609, 610
61 i ,  612, 622, 623, 624, 625, 637, 638, 639, 640,
2d. ea.; *55 136, 139 229, 230, 269, 270, 272, *3u5,
•306, *307, *308, *309, *310, -311. *312, *313, 413,
510, 512, 513, 514, 551, 556, 577, 579, 613, 641, 642
3d. ea.; *67, 132, 133. 140, 143, 144, 157, 231, 232
273, 274/ 275, *314, *315, *316, *317, 417, 576, 580
582, 591, 617, 632, 643, 644 , 644 A, 645, 646, 653, 654
6d. ea.:  134. 135, 138, 142, 145, 146, 147, 149, 233
235, 236, *318, *319, *320, *321, 587, 600, 646A, 647.
1 / -  ea.: 150, 164, 165, 166, 167, 168, 234 , 237, 583.
6+7A. 1 /6  ea.: *365, *366, 367, *368. 2 6 ea.: 238,
647 B. 4/-  ea,: 239.
han  Pkts., all Diffj 35 for i 6, 70 for 5/- ,  100 for 8
F. Har lowBPA. .  133 ,  Bradtourne Vale. Sevenoaks. Kent

For other Stamp Advertisements aee alrt i  pages 474 iinii v i i .
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Las t

month we
mentioned
the latest
U. S. A.
com mem -
o r a t i v e,
the stamp
issued to
mark the
100th an-
n ive r sa ry
o f  t he
Smi th*
so  n i a n
I n s t i tu t e .
We are now illustrating it. In view of the fact that
an Englishman donated the money for the founding
of this famous institution, the stamp has a special
interest for British collectors.

It is difficult to get away from “Victory” stamps,
and w’e have heard of a nice little variety in the

way of a first day cover, that should be looked
out for as a scarce item. The first of the Crown
Colony sets to appear was that for Fiji, and on
17th August a number of first day covers were
posted at Suva, the capital. These were being
cancelled, and after only a few minutes i t  w;u*
noticed that the date of the canceller was 17th
September instead of 17lh August. A correct
date was at once applied to the covers. So a few-
bear both dates, and lucky indeed will be the
collectors who get hold of these; quite unlike
what such curiosities generally are, these certainly
were not prepared by design.

As there is a chance of new Indian stamps in
the near future, collectors are bestirring themselves
to fill their blanks of current stamps, and the
new provisional which we are illustrating is being
snapped up. As a rule there are always plenty
of Indian “provisionals,” when they appear, to

go round, and collectors should have no difficulty
in getting what they want; however, the stamp
which will cause a headache is the la .  3p., which
has been surcharged, for we are informed officially
that all were used up for the overprinting. Used will
be common enough, but mint will be in very short
supply. We are making this stamp our tip for the
month, but take care — the stamp must be mint.

There is news from Australia that a new set of
stamps is to be issued, and
these should be ready for
about the end of the year if
all goes according to plan.
An air-mail set also is pro-
jected. Actually Australian
stamps, particularly mint,
are exceedingly popular, so
blinks of the current set
should be filled now. They
will dever be as cheap again.
There has been a much
greater demand all round,
but not many years ago one u - * i H tHi i
could hardly give mint
Dominion stamps away, particularly the rather dull
issues of Australia and South Africa. To-day they are
fetching fancy prices, not only in their respective
countries, but also in Great Britain, and there are
some values worth several times catalogue.

We seem to have talked about nothing else but
Commonwealth stamps this month, apart from th?
mention of the U.S.A, commemorative, but after all
it is better to refer to stamps that collectors can
get, and now that barter has all but ceased, dealeit-
are going to find it very difficult to obtain foreign
new-issues.

We had hoped this month to illustrate one of the
Australian commemorative stamps that arc being
issued to commemorate the centenary of Mitchell
the explorer, but these after all were not to come
out until October so we shall have to wait until
next month

Stamp Gossip
and  Notes on  New Issues

By F. E. Metcalfe
/~)UR first illustration this month shows one of the

new Hong Kong “Victory'" stamps. One can
just imagine what a rush there would have been
for these had they been issued alone, and not as
one of a large number of “Victory” issues. As i t  is,
they will probably be quite popular, for they arc
striking enough and have received a good deal of
publicity in the national newspapers.

Regarding the design, the story goes that a man
who was interned in Hong Kong during the occupa-
tion made the drawing and showed it to someone
connected with the Hong Kong post office. The
two  were
able to bring
it  before the
au tho r i t i e s
l a t e r  on ,
w i th  t he
result tha t
two ra ther
s t r i k ing
stamps were
i s sued ;  a t
any  r a t e
i hey are a
<hange from
the general
Crown
Colony
design.

By  the
time these words appear in print the new set 'for
Canada will have appeared. Several collectors have
asked if this set can be considered as part of the
“Victory” series. The answer is that while a collector
can consider it as such if he so pleases, actually the
stamps are merely an adaptation of the war publicity
set and they will probably remain in use for a
long time. There is to be no change yet of the low-
values bearing the King’s head; only the pictorials
are being altered.

Incidentally two of the values have met with a
good deal of criticism in Canada. One of the stamps
shows tree cutters at work and, according to experts,
if one of the men depicted on the stamp were actually
to stand in the same position while a tree was being
felled, he would be killed for certain. The ploughing
scene on another stamp, illustrated here, also caused
a bit of fuss. Many thought that the plough was
going the wrong way round, but according to others
a special hill plough was being used and technically
the ploughing was being carried out correctly. All
this, by the way, was quite good publicity for the
stamps.

We mentioned that this set probably would remain
in use for a long time. This is quite as well, if all
British collectors arc to get a chance to secure a set,

for now
tha t
ba r t e r
in mint
colonial
s t amps
has been
stopped
i t  wi l l
be diffi-
cult for
dea l e r s
ove r
here to
ob t a in
supplies.

HONG
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From Our Readers
This pa c is reserved for articles from our readers. Contributions not exceeding SOO words length
are invited on any sublet of which the writer has special knowledge or experience. Those should be
written neatly on one side of the paper only, and should be accompanied if possible original photo-
graphs far use as illustrations. Articles published will be paid for. Statements in articles submitted
are accepted as being sent in  good faith, but the Editor takes no responsibility for their accuracy.

A WELSH BALANCE BRIDGE LANCASTER CASTLE
At Fron Cysyllte, near Llangollen, there is a unique Lancaster Castle, which I visited a short time ago,

balance bridge crossing the Shropshire Union Canal, is one of the best -preserved in the country. It crowns
and a photograph of this is reproduced on this page. a hill 120 ft. above the town and the River Lune,
Like the shadoof, the water-raising
contrivance used by the fellaheen,
or peasants, of Egypt since time
immemorial, the Fron Cysyllte
canal bridge is worked on the
counterpoise system, the weight
on the right-hand side of the
balance beam being just a fraction
less than the weight of the bridge.
When the bridge is to be Lifted,
it is only necessary to pull steadily
on the rope attached to the
beam weight.

It is worth mentioning that
close to the balance bridge is the
fine stone and iron aqueduct,
constructed by Thomas Telford,
that carries the waters of the
Shropshire Union Canal over the
broad vale of Llangollen. This
was Constructed when Telford was
engineer of what was then the
Ellesmere Canal. The lowest part
of the valley of the Dec beneath
the aqueduct is 127 ft. below the The balance bridge over the canal at Fron Cysyllte, near Llangollen,
water level of the canal. The 19 Photograph by C. R. Rowson, Liverpool,
arches of the structure extend
over a length of 1.007 ft., and it  was described by
Sir Walter Scott as the most impressive work of art
he had ever seen. Telford constructed also the Holy-
head Road, which passes through Fron Cvsyllte on
its way to Llangollen, Corwen, and finally Holyhead.
It was along this road that the horse-drawn "Holy head-
Mail" ran before railways
existed.
CYHiL R. Rowsoti (Liverpool).

FLOOD PRECAUTIONS
The floods that created havoc

in large areas of the north of
England in September arc a
reminder that the overflowing
of rivers is not by any means
rare in certain districts, and
various ways of dealing with
the menace have been worked
out. An example of this comes
from Strand -on -thc-Green, on
the River Thames, where pre-
cautions have to be taken
against the flooding of riverside
houses during the winter flood
season, when the river so often
overflows its banks. The lower
illustration on this page shows
one of the doorways, which
has been bricked up to a “safe11

level to prevent the water
entering the house. In other
cases steps have been con-
structed leading up to a
doorway made on a floor level
higher than the pathway, so
that entry can be eliected when
the low r part of the door is
under water.

H. W, DEAN (Purley).

The first fortifications on this hill are thought to have
been made by the Rorqans, but only a few traces of
Roman work arc noticeable, mainly in the base of
Hadrian’s Tower. The Saxons were the next to build
on the hill, but it was the Normans who built the first
of the now visibl Reactions, in 1088. Some of the

old Roman towers and walls
were used in their construction.

The castle has been in
almost continuous use since
Norman times. In 1788 a large
sum was spent in converting
it into the County jail and
Assize Courts. As it was the
only jail in Lancashire for some
lime it  gained rather a bad
name, and Lancaster became
known as the "Hanging Town."
The most famous trial and
execution in Lancaster probably
was that of the Lancashire
Witches, who in the reign of
James I were proved guilt v,
mainly on the evidence of a
nine-year-old girl.

The use of the castle as a
prison ceased at the commence-
ment of the 1914-18 war, when
it became a P.O.W. camp, When
the war ended the castle entered
a new rale, as a training depot
for recruits to the l tncashire
County Constabulary. In the
last war i t  was occupied by the
military, who besides using the
old cells, even turned the one-
time Royal apartments into
living rooms and, I must say,
certainly brightened things up.
W. G. EnwAftDS (Liverpool 4J.

A flood precaution at Strand- on- th e-
Grecn, on the Thames. Photograph by

H. W. Dean, Purity.
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Competitions! Open To All Readers
Pnw-unwniMg entries in "M.M"  competitions become the property of Meccano Ltd.
Unsuccessful entries in photographic, drawing and similar contests will be returned if

suitable stamped addressed envelopes or wrappers are enclosed with them.

Try This Easy Crossword Puzzle!
CLUES DOWN

L Dried grass
2. Varied
4. Twisting
5. Reproved
7. Italian* lake
8. Standards of perfection
9. Long period

KJ. Consume
12. Fuss
13. Craft
16. Yield or produce
21». Greek city
22. Rend
23. Solid water
25. Fix
26. Spin out
28. Motive
29. Flow’s
30. Voter
31. Joining again
32. Aim
33. Hasten
35. Parent
36. Single
37. Young horse
42. Shaggy animal

CLUES ACROSS
1. Possessed
3. Stellar
6. Fabulous bird
9. Girl’s name

1 1. Wipe
12. Girl’s name
14. Interruptions
15. Endure
17. Knack
18. Weary
19. Cereal
21. Alien
24. Last course
27. Hold bark
30. Excessive
32. Part of head
34. Regret
35. Two-part song
37. Blame
38. Fissure
39. Russian river
40. Statute
41. Perish
43. Sailor
44. Have recourse
45. Recess

readers respectively, and in each prizes of
21 /-, 15 / -  and 10/6 will be awarded for
the best solutions. If necessary the judges
will take neatness and novelty into con-
sideration. Entries should be addressed
"November Crossword, Meccano Magazine,
Binns Road, Liverpool 13." Closing dates:
Home Section, 31st December; Overseas
Section, 30th June, 1947. Do not cut out
the diagram on this page. Make a copy of
i t  for your entry.

This month's crossword puzzle, sub-
mitted by our reader T. K. Chaplin, will
bo found to follow the lines of the previous
ones we have set on this page. Every
effort has been madte to provide a fair and
interesting puzzle, without any traps in
the form of alternative solutions. Every
word used can be found in Chambers' or
any other standard dictionary.

As usual, there are two sections in the
competition, for Home and Overseas

readers respectively and in each there will be prizes
of 21/-, 15 / -  and 10/6 for the best entries in order
of merit, with consolation prizes for Other deserving
efforts. Ties will be decided on neatness and originality.

Closing dates: Home Section, 31st December;
Overseas Section, 30th June, 1947.

What  Engine  Classes Are  These?
Our second competition this mouth concerns

engine classes of the four British railways. Short
titles have been made up for 12 of these, giving such
details as name, wheel arrangement and owning
company, after which the titles have been broken up
and the words in them re-arranged as follows:

Stanier; 5 ;  Class; Clan; Pacific; Highland Railway;
mixed; Class; Fifth; 2-cyJinder; 4-4-0; 4-6-0; the;
George; traffic; 4-6-0; Gresley; Green; 4-6-2; Central;
2-6-2; G.W.R.; D9; Royal; ex-Great; Arrow;
3-cylinder; Royal; 4-4-0; 6P; S.R.; West; Nelson;
G.W.R.; Princess; Scot; 4-6-2; Country; Castle:
Lord; 4-6-2; 4-6-0; 4-6-0; L.N.E.R.; 4-6-0; King;
L.N.W.R.; L.M.S.; L.N.E.R.; S.R.

From this mix-up competitors are asked to pick
out the details of the 12 classes concerned in the
contest and to place these in order. This should be
an interesting hunt.

When all the 12 classes have been discovered care
should be taken that each word or phrase in the list
has been used once. Then the result should be put in
the form of a list and sent to “November Engine Class
Contest, Meccano Magatine, Binns Road, Liverpool 13."

There will be two sections, for Home and Overseas

November Photographic  Contest
This month’s photographic contest is the 11th of

our 1946 series, and in it, as usual, prizes are offered
for the best photographs of any kind submitted.
There are two conditions—1, that the photograph
must have been taken by the competitor, and 2, that
on the back of the print must be stated exactly what
the photograph represents. A fancy title may be
added if desired.

Entries will be divided into two sections, A for
readers aged 16 and over, and B for those under 16
They should be addressed: "November Photographic
Contest, Meccano Magazine, Binns Road, Liverpool 13"
There will be separate sections for Overseas readers,
and in each section prizes of 15/-  and 7/6 will be
awarded. Closing dates: Home Section, 30th Novem-
ber; Overseas, 31st May, 1947.
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Submarine Power and Telephone Cables
(Continued from page 453)

The test voltage applied was 16,000 Volts between
cores and to earth for 15 minutes.

For the laying operation, a 60 -ton barge was
selected and this was towed by a small diesel-engined
tug. The cable was paid out direct from the drum
which had been placed on jacks fitted into the barge
hold. From the drum the cable passed through a
fair lead guiding it to the brake gear, and then through
another fair lead on to th? stem rollers and so into
the water. A direct course between the two landing
■points could not be followed coving to further
development schemes in this area projected by the
Cattewater commissioners. hi consequence, the
course of the cable had to make a 70 degrees turn
about 200 yards from the first landing. This position
was determined and marked by buoy prior to the
laying, On arriving at the final landing, the barge
was held off in deep water while the remaining cable
was uncoiled from the drum into the hold, to free
the bottom end. This completed, a rope was attached
to the end, the cable hauled ashore to the jointing
position and the bight lowered into the water. The
time occupied from landing the first end to slipping
i ho final bight was exactly I hour, and the maximum
depth of water encountered in the crossing was

fathoms.

then knocked off but the slack imposed still remained.
There were in fact several slacks on the up road on
that day and a t  each the speed restriction was
carefully observed. So we sped across the Cheshire
salt country, past Witisfora and Minshuil Vernon
and, with the darkness now full, speed was reduced
as we ran into Crewe with the brilliant colour light
signals pointing the way into the station. With a
sigh from the driver's brake valve we stopped along-
side platform 4.

Driver Worman sat back, glanced at his watch,
and wiped his hands on the inevitable hand cloth,
and we both stood up to stretch our legs. Broach
had hopped off to give the engine a look round while
we stopped, and Robinson disappeared with a large
enamel jug which he had produced from a locker
He reappeared as if by magic with the jug full of a
useful addition to the stock in the tea bottles belong
ing to the occupants of the cab. These were all
accommodated in the tender bucket to keep cool;
"on the ice" as Broach expressed it. Footplating is
thirsty work, and while tea, hot, is appreciated at
stops, tea, cold, is the thing while on the run.

(To ba continued)

Plastics in Everyday Life —(Continue'J from page 45fi)
This is carried out by band, the marks being erased
by careful buffing.

It may be that a batch of plastic parts require
to be drilled with special size holes, which in moulding
would have complicated the mould beyond practical
or economic limits. These holes, some of which may
be threaded, have to be drilled carefully, to lit
perhaps other parts, depending on their accuracy
To ease the operation and make it  as rapid and
accurate as possible, jigs are made to hold the part
in position while the drilling, cutting, threading or
other operation is performed. Such a method is ati
integral part of mass production and contributes
towards the cheapening of the saleable value of the
product.

There are of course many other operations which
may be performed with plastics, such as bonding,
impregnation, coating, spraying, surface hardening,
and so on.

In the next article we shall discuss many of the
uses of plastics.

Footplate Trip on the l<Turbomottvc , l —
(Continued from page 444)

where the London "branch" curves away from the
Manchester road, and negotiating a sharp and curving
rise past the shed, the needle of the gauge began to
move up towards the 250 lb. mark.

As we moved along the fast-running stretch through
Liverpool's suburbs I was able to weigh up the
running and general behaviour of the engine. The
"Turbo” definitely rides well, anti as we cruised along
on two jets speed mounted to 63 m.p.h. at Speke
sidings and 70 a t  Hale Troughs. Now Ditton Junction
loomed ahead and the curving arcbed viaduct approach
to Runcorn Bridge, the viaduct appearing to rise
up right into the sky. As we climbed we rose above
the roofs of the town of Widnes, and so round on
to Runcorn Bridge, where the signal commanding
the entrance to the bridge is planted in the middle
of one of the ornamental towers forming the approach.
From the footplate the sensation of dizzy height here
h most marked, and as we swung across the rather
depressing-looking Mersey and the Manchester Ship
Canal I saw once more an old friend, the Transporter
Endge, a favourite subject for Meccano mode! builders.

The evening was by now closing in; looking west-
ward beyond the haze above the water striking purple
and gold sunset eSects were seen to great advantage.

Off the bridge and through Runcorn station we
entered on the rather difficult and somewhat dull
wretch of road that seems to prevent much recovery
of speed until the West Coast main line is joined at
Weaver Junction. The three jets used from Ditton
up to the bridge were reduced to two and so No. 6202
bore us along through the fading evening, while
rignal lights began to stand out more clearly as
darkness fell. At Weaver Junction the up and down
Liverpool lines temporarily part company. The up
one passes over the West Coast main line and then
descends to join it; the down has a plain turnout
from the down West Coast line. The arrangement r
thus a "flying junction" which avoids the crossing
■ui the level of the down main and the up line from
Liverpool and the possibility of delays that would be
occasioned by a double junction of normal type.

Crossing the River Weaver by Dutton Viaduct
we sailed through Acton Bridge, and then we wen:
getting along nicely toward Hartford when there
w;us a noticeable easing of the engine and a touch
of the brakes. "TArre's a slack al Hartford" called
out Fitter Broach to me, and suri enough there was
evidence along the track of permanent way work
having been in progress. The men had of course by

L.M.S. Clyde Steamers- (Continued from page 464)
on the East Coast and was damaged by a near miss
during an air raid. Later she became a minelayer.
The "Queen Empress," already referred to, also be-
came part of the 12th Flotilla and has two enemy
aircraft to her credit. Both vessels have been returned
from war service and have now been sold for
breaking up.

Although not in naval service the“g'«wi Mary / / "
had some unusual Jobs during the war. At the out-
break of war she evacuated children from Glasgow
and she brought ashore the first Canadian troops in
December 1939

Both the "X'tHg Edward" and the "Queen Mary 11"
are once again working on the Williatnson-Biichanan
"all the way" services from Glasgow to the Clyde
coast resorts, but appear to be operated by the L.M.S.
and are painted in the colours of the Caledonian
Steam Packet Co.

A RGYAL CYCLIST
It is sometimes said that every person is born into

the world wanting a bicycle! The cycle is the means
of transport of the million, and one of the keenest,
cyclists in Britain is I2*year old King Faisal I I  of
Iraq who, passionately fond of anything mechanical
from cycles to aeroplanes, has done a great deal of
exploring of the Berkshire countryside on his
"Hercules" ’ bicycle. The young monarch carefully
studies his routes before commencing his trips and
derives great pleasure from his rides.
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BRAIN TEASERS

RAIL BEATS
An express travelling up to Euston was slowly

overtaking a tube train on the neighbouring suburban
track. A passenger m the express noticed that the
rail beats of the two trains coincided at every sixth
beat of the express wheels on the joints. If the tube
was travelling at its maximum of 45 m.p.h. how much
faster was the express travelling? T.K.C.

Fireside Fun
"Stop eating off your knife, Willie. It’s rude "
T can’t help it* mum. My fork leaks.”

• * * *
“On one side was the lion, creeping up on me.

On the other was the lioness approaching stealthily.
I waited until they were about three yards away
and............. "

“And then you woke up."
“Not a t  ail, sir. I ............”
“Gee! I couldn’t have slept on after that.”

MORE CODE WORK
In connection with a football pool the names of

football teams were notified to those taking part by
means of a number code. Thus one member received
a card with the following numbers: 26, 9, 8, 22, 13,
26, 15. According to the code this meant ARSENAL.
Another member received the following number
message: 25, 18, 9, 14, 18, 13, 20, 19, 26, 14, What
team did this represent?

"Hi  miss! This tea you brought me tastes like
cocoa.’1

“Sorry sir. I must have given you coffer.”
* • * •

“Poor old Jones is workin’ ’imself to death."
“How's that?”
“You see, ’e's so shortsighted, ’e can’t see when

the boss ain’t lookin’.”

" I  want a book for wy nephew.”
“Certainly, madam. Any particular subject?”
“Well, he’s a porter on the railway, so I thought

of buying him a copy of ’Hints on Successful Platform
Speaking’," « « • •

An editor can dig and hunt
For jokes until he's sore,
But some wise guy is bound to say
“I've heard that one before,”

“Head it is. Which way will you play?”
"With the tide!”

ONE MISSING LETTER
Here is what seems to be a jumble of L-tters without

any meaning. One letter only is required to put sense
into it, but this must be included 11 times.

LEEPLENEIADITREINGDIEAE
With the addition of this one letter in 11 places

the mass resolves itself into five words. S.W.C.

CLOCK FACE LORE
Can you draw two lines on a clock face so that 4t is

divided into three sections in which the numbers add
up to the same totals? S.W.C.

SOLUTIONS TO LAST MONTH’S PUZZLES
The 10 words satisfying the clues in our first puzzle

last month were as follows: Bambino; Friarly; Stalder;
Marline; Giraffe; Blunter: Twitted; Playful; Quintic;
Bedewer. The middle letters of these words taken
in order give the name BALLANTYNE. R. M.
Baliantyne was the author of “TAr Cora/ Island”
and many other famous boys' stories.

The number of balls of each colour in our second
problem is dearly one.

« • « «
THIS MONTH’S HOWLER

An antiquarian is a man who does not drink water
"That's better You aren't swallowin’ so much—

doing more to the gallon, so to speak."
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BOND’S
TRACK PARTS

FOR

GAUGE "OO" and GAUGE "0"
With these parts you can build up your own
model track which wi l l  be exactly the same

as the real railway tracks
GAUGE “GO”

Steel Rail ..........................
Brass Rail ..........................
Chairs
Fishplates
Sleepers
Pins t . . . . .

2 6 doz. yds.
. . 3 6 doz. yds
. .  2 / -100

4Ld. doz.
. . 1/- 100

6d. pkt.

Steel Rail
GAUGE "O"

. .  2'9 doz, yds.
Brass Rail ...................................... 7/- doz, yds.
Chairs .......................... . .  2/- 100
Electric Raised Chair . .  3 / -100
Fishplates .......................... 6d. doz.
Sleepers . .  3/6 100
Pins . . . . ?d. pkt.

Plus Packing and Postage

BOND’S 0 *  EUSTON ROAD LTD.
357, EUSTON ROAD, LONDON N.W.1
Esc. 1687 'Phone: EUSton 5441-2

TWO USEFUL CHEMICALS FOR
THE AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHER

AZOL
DEVELOPER FOR
THE NEGATIVES

UNIVERSAL
DEVELOPER FOR
THE PRINTS

SEND 3d. IN STAMPS AND WE WILL POST TO YOU A COPY OF
THE NEW 38 PAGE BOOK CALLED HOME PHOTOGRAPHY. WE WILL
ALSO ENCLOSE A SET OF THE AZOL TIME AND TEMPERATURE TABLES
AND AN ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE OF THE CHEMICALS WE MAKE.

Ask your dealer for Scales Brand Chemicals

JOHNSON & SONS MANUFACTURING CHEMISTS LTD.
HENDON. N.W.4 ESTABLISHED 1743
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STUDENT'S MICROSCOPE Na. 3
Height 7i in. Rack and Pinion
adjustment. Fitted plane silvered
mirror. Magnification lOOx. In
fitted polished wood case, with lock,
key, accessories, and instruction book.

POSSESSION of this finely-
made Microscope or any
of the precision-made

bench-tested models by Sig-
nalling Equipment Ltd. is a
pleasure well worth waiting for.
Although the supply is limited
you may be fortunate enough
to sec one at your dealer’s.
Other  S .E.L.  Products
-Induction Coils— 4 and 6v.
Transformers — 4|6v. Electric
Motors - Telescopes - Model
Steam Engines — Electrical
Outfits — Model Dynamos —
4/6v. Electric Bells - Pocket

Compasses - Etc.

ZiSA s iuv iL iu i ;
\Qy  EQUIPMENT

LTD

Something Really New!
THE PENGUIN RACER

A detailed plastic model of a Maserati
racing car, with a long fast run, made

by the famous FROG people,
long. Winds by turning the starring

handle. Simple, renewable rubber
motor. Crown wheel and pinion power
transmission to rear wheels. Price 2Z6
each plus 4d. packing and postage.
We have stocks of most of rhe FROG Penguin
plastic solid model aircraft kits, also their

Javelin and  Tribal class destroyers.
We  hope shortly co receive limited deliveries
of the FROG 1.75 c.c. Mode) aero petrol engine

and their REVMASTER 4-6v. motor.

CHcvutCaub
200 -202 ,  REGENT ST., LONDON W.1
(Our on ly  address)  Tel.: Recent 3 I6J

Please send 2jd. in stamps for list of Aeroplane and
Warship Kits.

R««D.  TRADI  MANK

Mer i t  House ,  Southgate  Rd . ,  Pot tars  Bar,  Mddx .
Phone; Potters  Bar 2262/3 Tel agrams: SEL, Potters  Bar
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You'd go a long way before you saw a head-

load of bananas, but in Nigeria they've lots

of them ...  and plenty of Hercules cycles

too. All over the worlJ, just as a t  home,
Hercules is the finest bicycle built to-day.

■ A*.

Hercules
77te FdttesC IBdayede 'Budfc
THE HERCULES CYCLE & MOTOR CO.  LTD. .  ASTON. BIRMINGHAM

Hj lOK

A4 0 D E L C R A F T '  S
KIT OF THE MONTH

fjWILSON
LEADERS AND PIONEERS
SCALE MODEL LORRY KITS
THERE IS NO COMPARISON

MAURETANIA
Built in 1939 this ship was not intended to
rival the two Queens, but is a worthy
successor to her namesake who held the Blue
Riband over 22 years. One of the largest
vessels to use the Port of London. Scale 100 ft.
to 1 inch to match the Maritime
series of plans. From modelshops
or direct.

Alode/craft’s AUGUST 1946
Ma sax  inc  a n <1 L is t
OBTAINABLE FROM ALL MODELSHOPS AS WELL AS BY POST
Coloured c ard corer, 30  pages of articles. j
news items and notes. Over 300 plans, < f| •
planbooks, etc., listed. Write for your poST
eopy to-day. FREE

Modelcraft Ltd.
77 (MM) ,  Groweito r  Road, LondoR S .W. I

This is the new V/8 Lorry, a 15-ton rigid chassis,
eight-wheeler van. The ki t  includes fully-shaped
wooden body and other de-luxe features including
petrol tank, tool-box and twin rear wheels.
K i t  price. 5/6, Purchase tax 1 /3 ,  Total cost 6/9
Send for the big Wilson catalogue which gives
details of  17  kits and a host of building accessories

price 1 / -  (Postal Order )
WILSON’S  LORRIES L IM ITED,  Dept.  M. ,

1, GREAT WINCHESTER STREET
LONDON E.C.2.
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Jo in  the Well-Paid Ranks
of I CS-TRAINED MEN

The  I .GS.  offer  Courses of  Instruction
in  a w ide  range  of subjects, including:MANY THOUSANDS MORE ARE

URGENTLY NEEDED. PREPARE
YOURSELF FOR A BETTER
POSIT ION AND BETTER PAY

Accountancy
Advert is ing
Aeronautical Engineering
Aircraft  Eng. Licence
Aero  Fi t t ing and Rigging
Aeroplane Designing
Air -Condi t ion ing
Arch i tec ture
Archi tectura l  Drawing
Boi lermaking
Book-keeping
Building Construct ion
Building Specifications
Business Train ing
Business Management
Carpent ry
Chemical Engineering
Chemistry,  Org.  & tnorg.
C iv i l  Engineering
Cle rk  of  Works
Col l ie ry  Examiners
Commercial  A r t
Concrete Engineering
Cot ton Manufacturing
Diesel Engineering
Draughtsmanship

(State which branch)
Drawing Office Practice
Electrical Engineering
Engineer i n  Charge
Eng. Shop Practice
Fire Engineering
Fuel Technology
Garage Management
Gas-Power Engineering
Heating and Vent i lat ion
Hydraul ic  Engineering

jo inery
Journalism
Machine Designing
Machine-Tool Work
Marine Engineering
Mechanical Drawing
Mechanical Engineering
Mine Electrician
Mine Surveying
Min ing  Electrical
Motor Engineering
Motor  Mechanic
Motor Vehicle Elec.
Plastics
Power-House Attendants
Quant i t y  Surveying
Radio Engineering
Radio Service Eng.
R’way Equip. & Running
Refr igerat ion
Salesmanship
Sanitary Engineering
Sheet-Metal Work
Short-Story Wr i t i ng
Steam Engineering
Structural  Steelwork
Surveying

(State which branch)
Telegraph Engineering
Telephone Engineering
Text i le  Designing
Toolmaking
Weld ing ,  Gas & Elec.
Woodwork ing  Drawing
Woo l len  Manufacturing
Works Engineering
Works  Management

Ambi t ious  men  everywhere  have
succeeded through I .C.S,  Home-Study

a l so  can  you .  We
offer you the bene/it
of our  55  years1

matchless experience
as  t he  c rea t i ve
pioneers  of postal
instruction.

Courses .  So

If you need technical training, our advice
on any matter concerning your work and your
career is yours for the asking— free and with-
out obligation. Let us  send you full information
regarding the subject in which you are specially
in t e re s t ed .  DON’T  DELAY.  Make
ACTION your watchword.

The successful man  DOES to -day  what
the fa i lure  INTENDS doing to-morrow.
Wri te  to  us  TO-DAY.

AnH most of the Technical, Professional
and Matriculation Exams.

THIS COUPONYOU MAY USE
(Penny stump on unsealed envelope)

INTERNATIONAL  CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS LTD.
Dept. 218, International Buildings, Kingsway, London W.C.2

Please send me the Syllabus of  your Courses i n *............................................

Name......................................................- ; A 9 e

Addreu. . ......................................................................................................... *-
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L IMITED SUPPLIES  NOW AVAILABLE

MAIL  ORDER
DEPT.

33, Knoliy* Road,
STREATHAM,

S.W.16

Post free
A.B.C. of L.N.E.R. Locomotives (Renumbered).. 2 /21
A.B.C. of L.M.S, Locomotives . 2 /2J
A.B.c. of S.R. Locomotives and Elec, . 2 2}
A.B.C. of G.W.R ......................................................... 18 }
Locomotive Engineer* of G.W.R. (by Ben Webb) 18 }
Locomotive Engineers of L.N.E.R. Iby Ben Webb) 3/3
L.B.S.C. Locomotive* (by F .  Burtt) 3 9
Titan* of the Track, L.M.8., No. 2 2 /2}
Titan* of the Track, S.R................. 1 / 8 }
Engine* of War 'By Guy Wildish) V8f
Veteran* of the Track . . . .  1/114
Golden Arrow in  Picture* . 1 / 11 }
Pullman and Perfection ......................................... 1 9}
Locoiiection (Fully illuftrated) . 1 / 2 }
A.B.c.  of British Cars ................... 2/9

TELEPHONES
FOR HOUSE-OFFICE-GARAGE, ETC.
Constructors' Par ts  for your own  Set  up!
WALL TELEPHONE SETS
Bracket Mike, vertical o r  horizontal . .  . *  10/-
Transformer and Condenser for same.. . . 5/-
Magneto Bell fitted . .  . .  ».  . .  5/-
Switch Hook and Contacts . .  . .  . .  2/6
Walnut Cabinet 8 in, x 6 In. x 3 in. fitted

terminals and connections . .  . .  . .  5 6
Two L.R. watch pattern Earphones . . , ,  10/-
Hand Magneto Ringer , ,  . ,  >, • *  10/*

SET AS ABOVE 30/- o r  50/- PER PAIR

G.P.O. Candlestick Microphone, carbon inset wi th
switchhook for receiver, 5 ft. cord.
7/6, postage 1/-,

G.P.O.  Microphone Buttons
1 in. brass body filled carbon granules
thin mica diaphragm, 3,6 post free.
2 j  in. metal diaphragm wi th  centre
hole, ?d. Battery, 7d. Microphone
Transformer and condenser, 5/-.
Leaflet of instruction supplied wi th
each unit.

BE B I -L INGUAL
Learn a second language this winter. What-
ever your mother-tongue, let your other
be Esperanto, In every land there arc
Esperanto -speaking people. Their number
grows. The learning of Esperanto is on the
increase, both because of its simplicity and
because world-concerned people feel the
need for a common tongue. Be bi-lingual in
Esperanto and make friends in all part* of

the world.
A Ml  correspondence course costs only I0j.
including text book, dictionary and correc-
tion of exercises. Write ro-doy for details.

BRIT ISH ESPERANTO ASSOCIATION INC.
Dept. M30 .  140 .  Hetland Park Ave.. London W.1 1

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
214, QUEENSTOWN ROAD,  LONDON S.W.8

Telephone: Macaulay 2159 i-—

LINESIDE BUILDINGS “00"
Engine Sheds {Single Road) . . 16/-
Engine Sheds (Double Road) . . 17, 6
Rows of Houses (6) Back view . . 17 /8
Platform Footbridge . , . . . . 15/-
G.W, High Water Tanks . . 30/-
G.W. Platform Water Crane . .  10—
Signal Boxes .......................... 15/-
Coal Offices ...................................... 3/9 & 4/6
Platelayers’ Huts .......................... 1 /6

POSTAGE EXTRADUUno «
A.B.C. of L.M.S.or  L.N.E.R.,  2/-; G.W.R.,  S.R., 1 /6  each
“Titans of the Track”: L.M.S., 2/-; G.W.R., L.N.E.R.,

S.R., 1 /6  each. Postage I Jd .  extra.
Modem Locomotive Classes, 6/-. Postage 6d, extra

PARTS LIST, "0"  or “00,” 3d, per post.
TYLDESLEY A HOLBROOK, 109 ,  Deansgate. Manchester 3

RADIO CONSTRUCTION
The finest results from the finest hobby—radio con-

struction and operation—wil l  be obtained by using
SPARKS’ DATA SHEETS

which provide full constructional details, theoretical
circuit, full-size detailed prints of dril l ing, assembly
and wiring plans, and component list of noted

TESTED AND GUARANTEED DESIGNS
Here are a few of the many designs available in Data

Sheet form. Send S.A.E. for full List "A . "
BATTERY OPERATED.  One-Valve Midget Port-

able M/L Waves, No .  MP.1, 2 6; Three-Valve Di t to ,
Loudspeaker results. No .  LO/S, 2/6; Two-Valve Midget,
Med.-waves, powerful ’phone sigs.. 9 V. H.T., No.
LO/M, 2 6; Two-Valve Speaker Set, M/L Waves.
No .  LO/12, 2/6; Three-Valve "St ra igh t ”  Set. good
speaker sigs.. Med.-waves, No .  LO  3. 2/6: Three-
Valve T.R.F. Set, M L waves. No .  LO/4. 2 6 ;  Four*
Valve D i t to ,  No.  LO/8, 2 6 :  Short-wave Super Two.
No.  LO/2, 2 6 :  S. W,  Three-Valver No.  LO/7, 2/6.

SPARKS1 DATA SHEETS
9, Phoebeth Road, Brock  ley. London S.E.4

CHRISTMAS SHOPPING
Be sure to visit rhe MODELCRAFT SHOP for the
best selection of Christmas Gifts. The best selection

of Toys in North London.
GEORGE D. CAMPBELL

Dealers i n  Meccano
!1  GOLDERS GREEN ROAD, LONDON N.W.11
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STAMP ADVERTISEMENTS iSee also pages 474 and 476)

COMPLETE SETS PEACE ISSUES
(Mint  onlj, stztmpeJ envelop* plertw)

— K.C. V I  P ICTORIALS—
Send a postcard to-day for a first selection of brilliant

mint pictorials from ail parts of the Empire; inclurtlm
Victory Stamps of all colonies. Good discount given.

THE GEM STAMP CO.
1729 ,  LONDON ROAD,  LE1GH-ON-SE A .  ESSEX

Australia . .  l id . Hong ‘Kong -- 2/-
Barbados fid. India . . 2/-
Br. Honduras . .  7d, N . Zealand . . 4 6
Burma ■ ■ 1 / - Niue . .  1/6
Cayman Is. . . 6d. Seychelles . . . fid.
Cook Is. . 1 /6 Sierra Leone fid.
Fiji , . . .  fid. S. Africa . . . .  2/-
Gambia fid. S.W.A. . 2/6
Granada . . 7d. W.  Samoa . . . .  1 /6

GRAND
SURPRISE

PACKET FREE!NEW ISSUES. Non-contract nrvke available to all.
Specimen Bulletin Id .  and id ,  stamped addressed envelope.
Canada War Effort 13c. 2/6; 16c. Ex. 2/6; N. Zealand
Health fid ; Tonga ’43 Jubilee 2/-; Zanzibar A! Bu Said

2/3; France Naval Operations 4d.
Compete Jtocta of current B.C. jtampr olways dVdiitJjL

MAP, SHIP, TRIANGULAR
and WAR STAMPS, HINGES
and PERFORATION GAUGE.
The whole collection free to
those requesting our famous
Approvals and enclosing 2|d.

for postage.
L. E. THOMPSON

70 ,  Cavendish Avenue ,  London W.13

| ETTQ Q Pfl Importers and ExportersLL I Id  a 65. s t  KHda Road, LONDON W.13

GOOD ALBUMS
Special THONG BINDER complete with 100
APEX quadrille-printed leaves, capacity at least
250 leaves, beautifully finished, 35  z-
SPRING-BACK BINDER

with 50 APEX leaves, 9'11
MODERN APEX ALBUM with SPIRAL BIND-
ING and complete with 50 APEX leaves, 5'11
DCAPr iCQIICC AUSTRALIA 1 3, SURMA 1 /2 ,rCAUt  10 OU CO FIJI 8d>. GAMBIA 7d. t CAYMAN
7d., HONG  KONG  8<L, BAHAWALPUR 5/-, SOUTH
AFRICA, S.W.A., BASUTOLAND and SWAZILAND
3/- each. BECHUANALAND  12/- o r  COMPLETE, the

5 joined mine pairs 21/—.
Al l  i t ems  a r«  post  free. FREE GIFTS with a l l

A lbums find Order *  over  10 ' -

WM. GOODE LTD. , 9  CL
I|JT

E
0
B
M
Y

ROAD

join our 12}% New Issue Service

FREE—  2 /6  GREAT BRITAIN K.G. VI
This scarce high value stamp will be given- free to all
genuine applications for cur famous ONE PENNY
APPROVAL BOOKLETS of BRITISH COLONIALS.
These Booklets abound with JUBILEES, CORONA-
TIONS, VICTORY, Bi-COLOURED PICTORIALS
and the latest K.G. VI stamps. The best value on
the market. N.B, Enclose 2 |d .  stamp for Postage.
5. FENLE Y LTD., Winton, BOURNEMOUTH

WATERLINE MODEL WARSHIP KITS!
These include all materials and plan for 50ft. to  I in.
scale models as follows: Aircraft Carrier “Illustrious,"
7/6; Battleships “King George V" and “Warapite,"
7/6 ea.; Cruisers “Norfolk." “Orion" and “Mauritius,"
6/6 ea.; Destroyers “Tribal" and "S’* Class, 5/6 ea.;
Post 5d. per Kit. “Humber" Ship Drawing Catalogue,

4d. “Skinley" Railway Drawing Catalogue, 4d.
JOHN E.  SKINLEY,

132, H IGH STREET, SOUTHEND-ON-SEA. ESSEX

CHEMISTRY APPARATUS
Sand S tamp for

COMPLETE

PRICE LIST
•

BOOKLETS:
"Experiments" 7d.
“Formulas" 10d.
"Home

Chemistry" 2/3
Post Paid

STUDY AT HOME FOR

MATRICULATION REf ' l f  (Scienti f ic Dept.  G ) .  60 .  High Street
STOKE NEWINGTON. LONDON N .16

Wolsey Hall (Eat. 1«94) wit
coaoh you by post for London
Ma trie., School Cert., Engin.
Prelim., Lond. B.Sc. Degree,
Teachers’ exams., etc. Tuition
continued free if vou fail; low
fees, instalments, PROSPECTUS
FREE from Director of Studies,

Dept. GK1,
WOLSEY HALL, OXFORD

THE WORLD’S GREATEST BOOKSHOP

New and second-hand Books on every
subject. Stock of 3 million volumes.

119-125, Charing Cross Rd,, London W.C.2
Gerrard 5660 (16 lines* Ut>en 9 —6 line. 5aL)

meccanoindex.co.uk
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Krgurered at  L j .P.O,.  London, for transmission by
Canadian Magazine Post.

EDITORIAL AND ADVERTISING OFFICES:
LIVERPOOL 13, ENGLAND.

Telegrams: "Meccano, Liverpool."

READERS' SALES AND WANTS
SALES

"Meccano Magazines,’ seven years compete,  1938
to 1944. Good condition. Unbound. Offers— Hart,
5, Sunningdale Avenue, Eastcole, Middx.

“Meccano Magazines," July 1941 to June 1946, in-
cluding six large size, complete, perfect condition, offers?
—Etherington, 147, Ellerdine Road, Hounslow, Middx.

"Meccano Magazines," January 1942 to Mav 1946
inclusive. None missing. New condition. Offers?—
G. W. Lay, 83, Prosj/ect Hill, Leicester.

"Meccano Magazines," 112 copies, 1926—1935. Good
condition. Offers? —Storey, 6, The Quadrant, Redland,
Bristol 6,

!3o copies "The Aeroplane," 1942—1945, condition
as  new, £3; or will exchange for Hornby gauge "0" lines
or accessories. —Thomas, School House, Clee, Grimsby.

Dublo, perfect condition, two locomotives, trans-
former, controller, many lines, vans, station, points,
etc.—M. Hughes, 113, London Road, Deal.

Hornby Gauge "0"  l lockwork Royal Scot set, extras.
’Phone: Tadworth 3269 for list.—bowler, 56, Kings-
wood Road, Tadworth, Surrey.

WANTS
Urgently. "Meccano Magazines," May, September,

1942; September, October, 1944; May, june, 1945.
Good condition essential. Particulars—Goldsmith,
Lindum House, Newark,

Urgent, must be in good condition; "M.M." for May,
1944, also "M.M.s" for 1942 less the November issue.
Will pay full price for each of the above.—M. Thomson,
68, Horsenden Lane South, Perivale, Middx.

"British Birds," by Kirkman and Jourdain.— Pethy-
bridge, 10, Abbotsburv Road, Newton Abbot. ________
High class CHRISTMAS CARDS with envelopes.
Packet of six 3/3 post free. ----  FAREBROTHER.
53 .  Woodfield Crescent, Kidderminster. Worcestershire

RAPID WRITING for busy people. Send 3d. for
first lesson. Double Speed Longhand (Si l ) .  92, Great
RusseM Street, W.CJ .  _________ _____________

“Duplicate Locomotives of the L.  & S .W.R .”
fllustrations, Building Dates, Classes, etc., 2 /1  Post Free
Railway Hobbies Ltd., 86, Essex Road, Southsea, Hants.

CIGARETTE CARDS
Although cigarette cards have not been issued for
six years, I can supply hundreds of different series

issued between 1900 and 1940.
Send 4d. for my 1946  PRICE LIST of sets and odd cards.

Current  Bargain List, Id .
CARDS WANTED.  I purchase all kinds in perfect
condition. Large or  small, old or  modern,  in any

quantity. Good prices paid.
Send parcels for inspect inn and cash offer.

R. Vi. HOUSTON, BCMEXCHANGE. L0ND0N_WX.1

The  RAILWAYS of  NORTHERN IRELAND
AND THEIR LOCOMOTIVES

G.N.R. ,  L .M.S. ,  N.C.C.,  B.C.D.R. ,  etc.
FULLY ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET

Including all Loco. Names and Nos. 1/9 post free
from:

W.  P .  McCORMICK
IQ  K INGS ROAD KNOCK BELFAST

VERTICAL OSCILLATING
STEAM ENGINE

A roboM solidly ronxlriirlrd machine, dr„ignrd
and produced liv skilled engineers.
The Boiler is made from solid drawn seamless steel
tubing, mounted on a sheet steel frame
The I ly wheel is a die casting. All working parts
□re of hard brass, nickel plated to withstand wear
and corrosion.
Each mode) packed in a strong box with full
nst ructions for operating.

Size of base plate 54“ x 3 | *

SELFRIDGES LTD., OXFORD ST, WJ MAYfair 1231

WILMSLOW MODEL A IRCRAFT CO.
WATER LANE,  WILMSLOW,  CHESHIRE

Persona) attention means a lot to rhe model maker, especially
when he orders by post

We have the most varied and complete selection of model
aircraft kits, solid, duration and Gliding, tn the country, together
with every accessory. Plenty of motor rubber, dopes, props
and building materials The lull range of ROYDON DIECASTS tot
solids m stock Model Railway accessories "O"  and ’‘OO’’ gauges

m stock. ERG card parts. No rubbish.
Send a 3d stamp for our 8 page list of kits and accessories

"Cardboard Rolling Stock
and How to Build it"

The ideal book for expert  or  beginner!
2/6 from leading model shops or  2/9 post free direct.
For big list of parts, etc., send 6d.  extra and large Id .
stamped addressed envelope marked "1SL/2" in top
left corner.

PROJECT X!
A great new scheme which will delight every railway
lover, young or old; send further penny-stamped
addressed envelope for full details WHEN READY;
mark’X’intopleftcomcrandexpect  considerable delay.
E.  RANKINE GRAY,  Miniature Railway Specialist
691, CHRISTCHURCH ROAD, BOSCOMBE, HANTS.

Model Shops! Send for trade l ist.

NOW REPRINTED:  Enlarged Second Edition “Our
Railway History"; well bound, rare illustrations (122
plates), large detachable coloured map. Vivid descrip-
tions of former railways; invaluable data; authoritative
presentation. Post free, 15/8.— BUCKNALL, 71, Witley
Court, Woburn Place, London W.CJ . ________________

35 mm.  films. All descriptions from 6/-. Baers, 176.
Wardour St..  London W. l .  Hire Programmes 10/-.

meccanoindex.co.uk
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MECCANO
This splendid
model of a

Traction
Engine is

built entirely
of standard

Meccano
parts.

Here are two pictures to remind you of the happy days you used
to have before the war It will not be long now before the good
times are here again

Our dealers will have more of the
good things during the coming weeks

HORNBY
TRAINS

Here is the famous
Hornby S.R. Locomotive “Eton"

hauling an express
passenger train.

MECCANO LIMITED
BINNS ROAD, LIVERPOOL 13
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